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Objectives
Pricing can be defined as the process of determining an appropriate price for the product, or it is an act of
setting price for the product. Pricing involves a number of decisions related to setting price of product.
Pricing policies are aimed at achieving various objectives. Company has several objectives to be achieved
by the sound pricing policies and strategies. Pricing decisions are based on the objectives to be achieved.
Objectives are related to sales volume, profitability, market shares, or competition. Objectives of pricing
can be classified in five groups as shown in figure .

1. Profits-related Objectives:
Profit has remained a dominant objective of business activities.
Company’s pricing policies and strategies are aimed at following profits-related objectives:
i. Maximum Current Profit:
One of the objectives of pricing is to maximize current profits. This objective is aimed at making as much
money as possible. Company tries to set its price in a way that more current profits can be earned.
However, company cannot set its price beyond the limit. But, it concentrates on maximum profits.

ii. Target Return on Investment:
Most companies want to earn reasonable rate of return on investment.
Target return may be:
(1) fixed percentage of sales,
(2) return on investment, or
(3) a fixed rupee amount.
Company sets its pricing policies and strategies in a way that sales revenue ultimately yields average
return on total investment. For example, company decides to earn 20% return on total investment of 3
crore rupees. It must set price of product in a way that it can earn 60 lakh rupees.
2. Sales-related Objectives:
The main sales-related objectives of pricing may include:
i. Sales Growth:
Company‘s objective is to increase sales volume. It sets its price in such a way that more and more sales
can be achieved. It is assumed that sales growth has direct positive impact on the profits. So, pricing
decisions are taken in way that sales volume can be raised. Setting price, altering in price, and modifying
pricing policies are targeted to improve sales.
ii. Target Market Share:
A company aims its pricing policies at achieving or maintaining the target market share. Pricing decisions
are taken in such a manner that enables the company to achieve targeted market share. Market share is a
specific volume of sales determined in light of total sales in an industry. For example, company may try
to achieve 25% market shares in the relevant industry.
iii. Increase in Market Share:
Sometimes, price and pricing are taken as the tool to increase its market share. When company assumes
that its market share is below than expected, it can raise it by appropriate pricing; pricing is aimed at
improving market share.
3. Competition-related Objectives:
Competition is a powerful factor affecting marketing performance. Every company tries to react to the
competitors by appropriate business strategies.
With reference to price, following competition-related objectives may be priorized:
i. To Face Competition:
Pricing is primarily concerns with facing competition. Today‘s market is characterized by the severe
competition. Company sets and modifies its pricing policies so as to respond the competitors strongly.
Many companies use price as a powerful means to react to level and intensity of competition.
ii. To Keep Competitors Away:
To prevent the entry of competitors can be one of the main objectives of pricing. The phase ‗prevention is
better than cure‘ is equally applicable here. If competitors are kept away, no need to fight with them. To
achieve the objective, a company keeps its price as low as possible to minimize profit attractiveness of

products. In some cases, a company reacts offensively to prevent entry of competitors by selling product
even at a loss.
iii. To Achieve Quality Leadership by Pricing:
Pricing is also aimed at achieving the quality leadership. The quality leadership is the image in mind of
buyers that high price is related to high quality product. In order to create a positive image that company‘s
product is standard or superior than offered by the close competitors; the company designs its pricing
policies accordingly.
iv. To Remove Competitors from the Market:
The pricing policies and practices are directed to remove the competitors away from the market. This can
be done by forgoing the current profits – by keeping price as low as possible – in order to maximize the
future profits by charging a high price after removing competitors from the market. Price competition can
remove weak competitors.
4. Customer-related Objectives:
Customers are in center of every marketing decision.
Company wants to achieve following objectives by the suitable pricing policies and practices:
i. To Win Confidence of Customers:
Customers are the target to serve. Company sets and practices its pricing policies to win the confidence of
the target market. Company, by appropriate pricing policies, can establish, maintain or even strengthen
the confidence of customers that price charged for the product is reasonable one. Customers are made feel
that they are not being cheated.
ii. To Satisfy Customers:
To satisfy customers is the prime objective of the entire range of marketing efforts. And, pricing is no
exception. Company sets, adjusts, and readjusts its pricing to satisfy its target customers. In short, a
company should design pricing in such a way that results into maximum consumer satisfaction.
5. Other Objectives:
Over and above the objectives discussed so far, there are certain objectives that company wants to achieve
by pricing.
They are as under:
i. Market Penetration:
This objective concerns with entering the deep into the market to attract maximum number of customers.
This objective calls for charging the lowest possible price to win price-sensitive buyers.
ii. Promoting a New Product:
To promote a new product successfully, the company sets low price for its products in the initial stage to
encourage for trial and repeat buying. The sound pricing can help the company introduce a new product
successfully.
iii. Maintaining Image and Reputation in the Market:

Company‘s effective pricing policies have positive impact on its image and reputation in the market.
Company, by charging reasonable price, stabilizing price, or keeping fixed price can create a good image
and reputation in the mind of the target customers.
iv. To Skim the Cream from the Market:
This objective concerns with skimming maximum profit in initial stage of product life cycle. Because a
product is new, offering new and superior advantages, the company can charge relatively high price.
Some segments will buy product even at a premium price.
v. Price Stability:
Company with stable price is ranked high in the market. Company formulates pricing policies and
strategies to eliminate seasonal and cyclical fluctuations. Stability in price has a good impression on the
buyers. Frequent changes in pricing affect adversely the prestige of company.
vi. Survival and Growth:
Finally, pricing is aimed at survival and growth of company‘s business activities and operations. It is a
fundamental pricing objective. Pricing policies are set in a way that company‘s existence is not
threatened.
Objectives Of Pricing Policy
Formulation of pricing policy begins with the classification of the basic objectives of the firm. Pricing
objectives have to be in conformity with overall organizational objectives. In most of the situation, profit
maximization is the main objective of price policy, but it is only one objective. Following may be other
objectives of pricing policy in an organization:
1. Pricing the goods based on reasonable costs.
2. Increase the market share or growth rate at the expense of immediate profits.
3. Avoid adverse public reaction consequent on charging high price.
4. Ethical consideration not to reap high profit.
5. Immediate survival of the firm.
6. Charge reasonable price so as to have good relations with government and public at large.
7. Maximization of prestige of the firm rather than profit, and
8. To safeguard against the emergence of new producers in same line.
Factors influencing pricing decision
Pricing Decision
Organizations producing goods and services need to set the price for their product. Setting the price for an
organization's product is one of the most important decisions a manager faces. It is one of the most crucial
and difficult decisions a firm's manager has to make. Pricing is a profit planning exercise. Cost is one of
the major considerations in price determination of the product. It is one of the three major factors which
influence ricing decision. The two other factors are internal and external.
The influencing factors for a price decision can be divided into two groups:
(A) Internal Factors and
(B) External Factors.

(A) Internal Factors:
1. Organisational Factors:
Pricing decisions occur on two levels in the organisation. Over-all price strategy is dealt with by top
executives. They determine the basic ranges that the product falls into in terms of market segments. The
actual mechanics of pricing are dealt with at lower levels in the firm and focus on individual product
strategies. Usually, some combination of production and marketing specialists are involved in choosing
the price.
2. Marketing Mix:
Marketing experts view price as only one of the many important elements of the marketing mix. A shift in
any one of the elements has an immediate effect on the other three—Production, Promotion and
Distribution. In some industries, a firm may use price reduction as a marketing technique.
Other firms may raise prices as a deliberate strategy to build a high-prestige product line. In either case,
the effort will not succeed unless the price change is combined with a total marketing strategy that
supports it. A firm that raises its prices may add a more impressive looking package and may begin a new
advertising campaign.
3. Product Differentiation:
The price of the product also depends upon the characteristics of the product. In order to attract the
customers, different characteristics are added to the product, such as quality, size, colour, attractive
package, alternative uses etc. Generally, customers pay more prices for the product which is of the new
style, fashion, better package etc.
4. Cost of the Product:
Cost and price of a product are closely related. The most important factor is the cost of production. In
deciding to market a product, a firm may try to decide what prices are realistic, considering current
demand and competition in the market. The product ultimately goes to the public and their capacity to pay
will fix the cost, otherwise product would be flapped in the market.
5. Objectives of the Firm:

A firm may have various objectives and pricing contributes its share in achieving such goals. Firms may
pursue a variety of value-oriented objectives, such as maximizing sales revenue, maximizing market
share, maximizing customer volume, minimizing customer volume, maintaining an image, maintaining
stable price etc. Pricing policy should be established only after proper considerations of the objectives of
the firm.
(B) External Factors:
1. Demand:
The market demand for a product or service obviously has a big impact on pricing. Since demand is
affected by factors like, number and size of competitors, the prospective buyers, their capacity and
willingness to pay, their preference etc. are taken into account while fixing the price.
A firm can determine the expected price in a few test-markets by trying different prices in different
markets and comparing the results with a controlled market in which price is not altered. If the demand of
the product is inelastic, high prices may be fixed. On the other hand, if demand is elastic, the firm should
not fix high prices, rather it should fix lower prices than that of the competitors.
2. Competition:
Competitive conditions affect the pricing decisions. Competition is a crucial factor in price determination.
A firm can fix the price equal to or lower than that of the competitors, provided the quality of product, in
no case, be lower than that of the competitors.
3. Suppliers:
Suppliers of raw materials and other goods can have a significant effect on the price of a product. If the
price of cotton goes up, the increase is passed on by suppliers to manufacturers. Manufacturers, in turn,
pass it on to consumers.
Sometimes, however, when a manufacturer appears to be making large profits on a particular product,
suppliers will attempt to make profits by charging more for their supplies. In other words, the price of a
finished product is intimately linked up with the price of the raw materials. Scarcity or abundance of the
raw materials also determines pricing.
4. Economic Conditions:
The inflationary or deflationary tendency affects pricing. In recession period, the prices are reduced to a
sizeable extent to maintain the level of turnover. On the other hand, the prices are increased in boom
period to cover the increasing cost of production and distribution. To meet the changes in demand, price
etc.
Several pricing decisions are available:
(a) Prices can be boosted to protect profits against rising cost,
(b) Price protection systems can be developed to link the price on delivery to current costs,
(c) Emphasis can be shifted from sales volume to profit margin and cost reduction etc.
5. Buyers:
The various consumers and businesses that buy a company‘s products or services may have an influence
in the pricing decision. Their nature and behaviour for the purchase of a particular product, brand or
service etc. affect pricing when their number is large.
6. Government:

Price discretion is also affected by the price-control by the government through enactment of legislation,
when it is thought proper to arrest the inflationary trend in prices of certain products. The prices cannot be
fixed higher, as government keeps a close watch on pricing in the private sector. The marketers obviously
can exercise substantial control over the internal factors, while they have little, if any, control over the
external ones.
Pricing methods
The two methods of pricing are as follows: A. Cost-oriented Method B. Market-oriented Methods.
There are several methods of pricing products in the market. While selecting the method of fixing prices,
a marketer must consider the factors affecting pricing. The pricing methods can be broadly divided into
two groups—cost-oriented method and market-oriented method.
A. Cost-oriented Method:
Because cost provides the base for a possible price range, some firms may consider cost-oriented methods
to fix the price.
Cost-oriented methods or pricing are as follows:
1. Cost plus pricing:
Cost plus pricing involves adding a certain percentage to cost in order to fix the price. For instance, if the
cost of a product is Rs. 200 per unit and the marketer expects 10 per cent profit on costs, then the selling
price will be Rs. 220. The difference between the selling price and the cost is the profit. This method is
simpler as marketers can easily determine the costs and add a certain percentage to arrive at the selling
price.
2. Mark-up pricing:
Mark-up pricing is a variation of cost pricing. In this case, mark-ups are calculated as a percentage of the
selling price and not as a percentage of the cost price. Firms that use cost-oriented methods use mark-up
pricing.
Since only the cost and the desired percentage markup on the selling price are known, the following
formula is used to determine the selling price:
Average unit cost/Selling price
3. Break-even pricing:
In this case, the firm determines the level of sales needed to cover all the relevant fixed and variable costs.
The break-even price is the price at which the sales revenue is equal to the cost of goods sold. In other
words, there is neither profit nor loss.
For instance, if the fixed cost is Rs. 2, 00,000, the variable cost per unit is Rs. 10, and the selling price is
Rs. 15, then the firm needs to sell 40,000 units to break even. Therefore, the firm will plan to sell more
than 40,000 units to make a profit. If the firm is not in a position to sell 40,000 limits, then it has to
increase the selling price.
The following formula is used to calculate the break-even point:
Contribution = Selling price – Variable cost per unit
4. Target return pricing:
In this case, the firm sets prices in order to achieve a particular level of return on investment (ROI).

The target return price can be calculated by the following formula:
Target return price = Total costs + (Desired % ROI investment)/ Total sales in units
For instance, if the total investment is Rs. 10,000, the desired ROI is 20 per cent, the total cost is
Rs.5000, and total sales expected are 1,000 units, then the target return price will be Rs. 7 per unit
as shown below:
ADVERTISEMENTS:
5000 + (20% X 10,000)/ 7000
Target return price = 7
The limitation of this method (like other cost-oriented methods) is that prices are derived from costs
without considering market factors such as competition, demand and consumers‘ perceived value.
However, this method helps to ensure that prices exceed all costs and therefore contribute to profit.
5. Early cash recovery pricing:
Some firms may fix a price to realize early recovery of investment involved, when market forecasts
suggest that the life of the market is likely to be short, such as in the case of fashion-related products or
technology-sensitive products.
Such pricing can also be used when a firm anticipates that a large firm may enter the market in the near
future with its lower prices, forcing existing firms to exit. In such situations, firms may fix a price level,
which would maximize short-term revenues and reduce the firm‘s medium-term risk.
B. Market-oriented Methods:
1. Perceived value pricing:
A good number of firms fix the price of their goods and services on the basis of customers‘ perceived
value. They consider customers‘ perceived value as the primary factor for fixing prices, and the firm‘s
costs as the secondary.
The customers‘ perception can be influenced by several factors, such as advertising, sales on techniques,
effective sales force and after-sale-service staff. If customers perceive a higher value, then the price fixed
will be high and vice versa. Market research is needed to establish the customers‘ perceived value as a
guide to effective pricing.
2. Going-rate pricing:
In this case, the benchmark for setting prices is the price set by major competitors. If a major competitor
changes its price, then the smaller firms may also change their price, irrespective of their costs or demand.
The going-rate pricing can be further divided into three sub-methods:
a. Competitors ‘parity method:
A firm may set the same price as that of the major competitor.
b. Premium pricing:
A firm may charge a little higher if its products have some additional special features as compared to
major competitors.
c. Discount pricing:

A firm may charge a little lower price if its products lack certain features as compared to major
competitors.
The going-rate method is very popular because it tends to reduce the likelihood of price wars emerging in
the market. It also reflects the industry‘s coactive wisdom relating to the price that would generate a fair
return.
3. Sealed-bid pricing:
This pricing is adopted in the case of large orders or contracts, especially those of industrial buyers or
government departments. The firms submit sealed bids for jobs in response to an advertisement.
In this case, the buyer expects the lowest possible price and the seller is expected to provide the best
possible quotation or tender. If a firm wants to win a contract, then it has to submit a lower price bid. For
this purpose, the firm has to anticipate the pricing policy of the competitors and decide the price offer.
4. Differentiated pricing:
Firms may charge different prices for the same product or service.
The following are some the types of differentiated pricing:
a. Customer segment pricing:
Here different customer groups are charged different prices for the same product or service depending on
the size of the order, payment terms, and so on.
b. Time pricing:
Here different prices are charged for the same product or service at different timings or season. It includes
off-peak pricing, where low prices are charged during low-demand tunings or season.
c. Area pricing:
Here different prices are charged for the same product in different market areas. For instance, a firm may
charge a lower price in a new market to attract customers.
d. Product form pricing:
Here different versions of the product are priced differently but not proportionately to their respective
costs. For instance, soft drinks of 200,300, 500 ml, etc., are priced according to this strategy.
Pricing strategies
The general sequence of steps that might be followed for developing the pricing of a new product:
1. Develop marketing strategy - perform marketing analysis, segmentation, targeting, and
positioning.
2. Make marketing mix decisions - define the product, distribution, and promotional tactics.
3. Estimate the demand curve - understand how quantity demanded varies with price.
4. Calculate cost - include fixed and variable costs associated with the product.
5. Understand environmental factors - evaluate likely competitor actions, understand legal
constraints, etc.
6. Set pricing objectives - for example, profit maximization, revenue maximization, or price
stabilization (status quo).
7. Determine pricing - using information collected in the above steps, select a pricing method,
develop the pricing structure, and define discounts.

There are three main approaches a business takes to setting price:
Cost-based pricing: price is determined by adding a profit element on top of the cost of making the
product.
Customer-based pricing: where prices are determined by what a firm believes customers will be
prepared to pay
Competitor-based pricing: where competitor prices are the main influence on the price set
Let's take a brief look at each of these approaches;
The main types of pricing and when it would be most appropriate to use them.
1. Premium pricing – It is a type of pricing which involves establishing a price higher than your
competitors to achieve a premium positioning. You can use this kind of pricing when your product or
service presents some unique features or core advantages, or when the company has a unique
competitive advantage compared to its rivals. For example, Audi and Mercedes are premium brands
of cars because they are far above the rest in their product design as well as in their marketing
communications.
2. Penetration pricing – This type of pricing is designed to capture market share by entering the market
with a low price as compared to the competition. The penetation pricing strategy is used in order to
attract more customers and to make the customer switch from current brands existing in the market.
The main target group is price sensitive customers. Once a market share is captured, the prices are
increased by the company. However, this is a sensitive strategy to apply as the market might be
penetrated by yet another new entrant. Or the margins are so low that the company does not survive.
And finally, this strategy never creates long term brand loyalty in the mind of customers. This
strategy is used mainly to increase brand awareness and start with a small market share.
3. Economy pricing – This type of pricing takes a very low cost approach. Just the bare minimum to
keep prices low and attract a specific segment of the market that is highly price sensitive. Examples
of companies focusing on this type of pricing include Walmart, Lidl and Aldi.
4. Skimming price is used by companies that have a significant competitive advantage and which can
gain maximum revenue advantage before other competitors begin offering similar products or
substitutes. It can be the case for innovative electronics entering the marketing before the products are
copied by close competitors or Chinese manufacturers. After being copied, the product loses its
premium value and hence the price has to be dropped immediately. Thus, to get maximum margins
from their products, innovative companies keep launching new variants so that customers are always
in the discovery phase and paying the required premium.
5. Psychological pricing is a type of pricing which can be translated into a small incentive that can
make a huge impact psychologically on customers. Customers are more willing to buy the necessary
products at $4,99 than products costing $5. The difference in price is actually completely irrelevant.
However, it make a great difference in the mind of the customers. This strategy can frequently be
seen in the supermarkets and small shops.
6. Neutral strategy focuses on keeping the prices at the same level for all four periods of the product
life cycle. However, with this type of strategy, there is no opportunity to make higher profits and at
the same time it doesn‘t allow for increasing the market share. Also, when the product declines in
turnover, keeping the same price effects the margins thereby causing an early demise. This pricing is
used very rarely.
7. Captive product pricing is a type of pricing which focuses on captive products accompanying the
core products. For example, the ink for a printer is a captive product where the core product is the
printer. When employing this strategy companies usually put a higher price on the captive products
resulting in increased revenue margins, than on the core product.
8. Optional product pricing can be frequently observed in the case of airline companies. For example,
the basic product of KLM Airlines is offering or providing seats in the airplane for different flights.
However, once the customers start purchasing these seats, they are offered optional features along
with the seats. Examples may be extra seat space, more drinks etc. Because of this optional product,
there is more revenue generated from the main product. Customers are willing to spend for the
optional product as well.

9. Bundling price – Ever hear of the offer of 1 + 1 free? In the supermarket, when two different
products are combined together such as a razor and the lotion for shaving, and they are offered as a
deal, then we get to experience the bundling type of pricing first hand. This strategy is mainly used to
get rid of excess stocks.
10. Promotional pricing strategy is just like Bundling price. But here, the products are bundled so as to
make the customer use the bundled product for the first time. This type of pricing focuses on buying
one, and getting a new type of product for free. Promotional pricing can also serve as a way to move
old stock as well as to increase brand awareness.
11. Geographical pricing involves variations of prices depending on the location where the product and
service is being sold and is mostly influenced by the changes in the currencies as well as inflation. An
example of geographic pricing can also be the sales of heavy machinery, which are sold after
considering the transportation cost of different locations.
12. Loss leaders: The use of loss leaders is a method of sales promotion. A loss leader is a product priced
below cost-price in order to attract consumers into a shop or online store. The purpose of making a
product a loss leader is to encourage customers to make further purchases of profitable goods while
they are in the shop.
13. Predatory pricing (note: this is illegal): With predatory pricing, prices are deliberately set very low
by a dominant competitor in the market in order to restrict or prevent competition. The price set
might even be free, or lead to losses by the predator. Whatever the approach, predatory pricing is
illegal under competition law.
14. Product Line Pricing => This method having a range of product or services the pricing reflect the
benefits of parts of the range.E.g. many travel agencies provide tour option for even in India
15. Captive Product Pricing => This type of pricing on products have complements, companies will
charge a premium price where the consumer is captured.
16. Value Pricing => This approach is used where external factors such as recession or increased
competition force companies to provide ‗value‘ products and services to retain sales.
17. Pioneer pricing – setting the base price for a new product is a necessary part of formulating a
marketing strategy. The base price is easily adjusted (in the absence of government price controls)
and its establishment is one of the most fundamental decisions in the marketing mix. The base price
can be set high to recover development costs quickly or to provide a reference point for developing
discount prices to different market segments.
18. Prestige Pricing. In prestige pricing, prices are set at an artificially high level to provide a prestige
or quality image. Prestige pricing is used especially when buyers associate a higher price with higher
quality. Typical product categories in which selected products are prestige priced include perfumes,
cars, alcoholic beverages, jewellery and electrical appliances. If producers that use prestige pricing
lowered their prices dramatically, it would be inconsistent with the perceived images of such
products.
19. Odd-Even Pricing. By odd-even pricing – ending the price with certain numbers (odd or even) it is
generally thought that marketers are trying to influence buyers‘ perceptions of the price or the
product. Odd pricing assumes that more of a product will be sold at $99.95 than at $100.00.
Supposedly, customers will think that the product is a bargain-not $100.00 but $99.00 plus a few
insignificant cents. Some claim, too, that certain types of customer are more attracted by odd prices
than by even ones. However, there are no substantial research findings to support the notion that odd
prices produce greater sales. Nonetheless, even prices are far more unusual today than odd prices.
20. Price Lining Often a firm that is selling not just a single product but a line of products may price
them at a number of different specific pricing points, which is called price lining.
21. Customary Pricing. In customary pricing, certain goods are priced primarily on the basis of
tradition
22. Demand-Backward Pricing Marketers sometimes estimate the price that buyers would be willing to
pay for a relatively expensive item such as a shopping good. They then work backward through the
margins that may have to be paid to retailers and wholesalers to determine what price they can charge
wholesalers for the product. This demand-backward pricing results in the manufacturer deliberately
adjusting the quality of the component parts in the product to achieve the target price.
23. Professional Pricing Professional pricing is used by people who have great skill or experience in a
particular field or activity. The concept of professional pricing carries with it the idea that
professionals have an ethical responsibility not to overcharge unknowing customers. Some
professionals who provide such products as medical services feel that their fees (prices) should not
relate directly to the time and involvement in specific cases; rather, a standard fee is charged
regardless of the problems involved in performing the job.

24. Price Leaders. Sometimes a firm prices a few products below the usual mark-up, near cost, or below
cost, which results in prices known as price leaders. This type of pricing is used most often in
supermarkets and department stores to attract buyers by giving them special low prices on a few
items. Management hopes that sales of regularly priced merchandise will more than offset the
reduced revenue from the price leaders.
25. Special-Event Pricing. To increase sales volume, many organisations coordinate price with
advertising or sales promotion for seasonal or special situations (Sales). Special event pricing
involves advertised sales or price cutting that is linked to a holiday, season, or event. If the pricing
objective is survival, then special sales events may be designed to generate the necessary operating
capital. Special-event pricing also entails coordination of production, scheduling, storage, and
physical distribution. Whenever there is a sales lag, special event pricing is an alternative that
marketers should consider.
26. Cost-Plus Pricing. In cost-plus pricing, the seller‘s costs are determined (usually during a project or
after a project is completed) and then a specified amount or percentage of the cost is added to the
seller‘s cost to set the price. When production costs are difficult to predict or production takes a long
time, cost-plus pricing is appropriate. Custom-made equipment and commercial construction projects
are often priced by this method. The government frequently uses such cost-orientated pricing in
granting defence contracts. One pitfall for the buyer is that the seller may increase costs to establish a
larger profit base. Furthermore, some costs, such as overheads, may be difficult to determine.
27. Mark-up Pricing. A common pricing method among retailers is mark-up pricing. In mark-up
pricing, a product‘s price is derived by adding a predetermined percentage of the cost, called markup, to the cost of the product. Although the percentage mark-up in a retail store varies from one
category of goods to another (35 percent of cost for hardware items and 100 percent of cost for
greeting cards, for example), the same percentage is often used to determine the price of items within
a single product category, and the same or similar percentage mark-up may be standardised across an
industry at the retail level. Using a rigid percentage mark-up for a specific product category reduces
pricing to a routine task that can be performed quickly.
28. Cost Plus Fixed-Fee Pricing In buying highly technical, few-of-a-kind products such as aircraft or
space satellites, governments have found contractors are reluctant to specify a formal, fixed price for
the procurement. Therefore it uses cost plus fixed-fee pricing, which means that a supplier is
reimbursed for all costs, regardless of what they turn out to be, but is allowed only a fixed fee as
profit that is independent of the final cost of the project.
29. Target Profit Pricing A firm may set an annual target of a specific dollar volume of profit, which is
called target profit pricing.
30. Target Return-on-Sales Pricing A difficulty with target profit pricing is that although it is simple
and the target involves only a specific dollar volume, there is no benchmark of sales or investment
used to show how much of the firm‘s effort is needed to achieve the target. Firms like supermarket
chains often use target return-on-sales pricing to set typical prices that will give the firm a profit that
is a specified percentage, say 1 percent, of the sales volume.
31. Target Return-on-Investment Pricing Firms set annual return-on-investment (ROI) targets such as
ROI of 20 percent. Target return-on-investment pricing is a method of setting prices to achieve this
target.

Integrated Marketing Communication (IMC) Concept of IMC, the marketing communication process
Concept of IMC
Definition: The Marketing Communication refers to the means adopted by the companies to convey
messages about the products and the brands they sell, either directly or indirectly to the customers with
the intention to persuade them to purchase.
In other words, the different medium that company adopts to exchange the information about their goods
and services to the customers is termed as Marketing Communication.

The marketer uses the tools of marketing communication to create the brand awareness among the
potential customers, which means some image of the brand gets created in their minds that help them to
make the purchase decision.
Marketing communication offer solutions to the following questions:






Why shall the product be used?
How can the product be used?
Who can use the product?
Where can the product be used? And
When can the product be used?

Marketing communication includes Advertising, Sales Promotion, Events and Experiences (sponsorship),
Public Relations and Publicity, Direct Marketing, Interactive Marketing, Word-of-Mouth Marketing,
Personal Selling. These tools of communication are collectively called as Marketing Communication
Mix.
Elements of Marketing Communication Mix

1. Advertising: It is an indirect, paid method used by the firms to inform the customers about their
goods and services via television, radio, print media, online websites etcAdvertising is one of the
most widely used methods of communication mix wherein the complete information about the
firm‘s product and services can be communicated easily with the huge target audience coverage.
2. Sales Promotion: The sales promotion includes the several short-term incentives to persuade the
customers to initiate the purchase of the goods and services. This promotion technique not only
helps in retaining the existing customers but also attract the new ones with the additional
benefits.Rebates, discounts, paybacks, Buy- one –get- one free scheme, coupons, etc. are some of
the sales promotion tools.
3. Events and Experiences: Several companies sponsor the events such as sports, entertainment,
nonprofit or community events with the intention to reinforce their brand in the minds of the
customers and create a long term association with them.
The name of the firm sponsoring the event can be seen on the playground boundaries, player‘s
jerseys, trophies, awards in the entertainment shows, hoardings on stage, etc.

4. Public Relations and Publicity: The companies perform several social activities with a view to
creating their positive brand image in the market. The activities that companies are undertaking
such as, constructing the public conveniences, donating some portion of their purchase to the
child education, organizing the blood donation camps, planting trees, etc. are some of the
common moves of enhancing the Public Relations.
5. Direct Marketing: With the intent of technology, the companies make use of emails, fax, mobile
phones, to communicate directly with the prospective customers without involving any third party
in between.
6. Interactive Marketing: Interactive Marketing has recently gained popularity as a marketing
communication tool, wherein the customers can interact with the firms online and can get their
queries resolved online.
Amazon is one of the best examples of interactive marketing wherein the customers make their
choice and can see what they have chosen or ordered in the recent past. Also, Several websites
offer the platform to the customers wherein they ask questions and get the answers online such as
answer.com.
7. Word-of- Mouth Marketing: It is one of the most widely practiced method of communication
tool wherein customer share their experiences with their peers and friends about the goods and
services they bought recently.This method is very crucial for the firms because the image of the
brand depends on what customer feels about the brand and what message he convey to others.
8. Personal Selling: This is the traditional method of marketing communication wherein the
salesmen approach the prospective customers directly and inform them about the goods and
services they are dealing in. It is considered as one of the most reliable modes of communication
because it is done directly either orally, i.e., face to face or in writing via emails or text messages.
Thus, marketing Communication mix refers to the different tools that a firm can adopt to inform,
persuade, and remind the customer about the product and services it sells.

Integrated marketing communications is a marketing strategy that has emerged in the recent past. The
new strategy seeks to fuse modern and traditional marketing strategies with the intention of creating an
efficient, reliable tool to convey a company‘s brands to the relevant stakeholders. Since its inception,
integrated marketing strategies have proved to be a reliable mode of communication because the fusion
guarantees that the communication harnesses the best of traditional and modern communication methods.
Effective communication is understood to be where messages are passed without any disruption and have
the best clarity. This new mode of communication guarantees this sort of communication as well as
promoting relationships between companies and their target audience. The overall effect is a boost in the
company‘s profit margins.
It is essential for organizations to promote their brands well among the end-users not only to outshine
competitors but also survive in the long run. Brand promotion increases awareness of products and
services and eventually increases their sales, yielding high profits and revenue for the organization.
To understand integrated marketing communication, let us first understand what does brand
communication mean?
Brand communication is an initiative taken by organizations to make their products and services
popular among the end-users. Brand communication goes a long way in promoting products and
services among target consumers. The process involves identifying individuals who are best suited to the
purchase of products or services (also called target consumers) and promoting the brand among them
through any one of the following means:




Advertising
Sales Promotion
Public Relation





Direct Marketing
Personal Selling
Social media, and so on

Integrated Marketing Communication - Let us now understand what does integrated marketing
communication mean?
Integrated marketing communication refers to integrating all the methods of brand promotion to
promote a particular product or service among target customers. In integrated marketing
communication, all aspects of marketing communication work together for increased sales and maximum
cost effectiveness.
Let us go through various components of Integrated Marketing Communication:
1. The Foundation - As the name suggests, foundation stage involves detailed analysis of both the
product as well as target market. It is essential for marketers to understand the brand, its offerings
and end-users. You need to know the needs, attitudes and expectations of the target customers.
Keep a close watch on competitor‘s activities.
2. The Corporate Culture - The features of products and services ought to be in line with the work
culture of the organization. Every organization has a vision and it‘s important for the marketers to
keep in mind the same before designing products and services. Let us understand it with the help
of an example.
Organization A‗s vision is to promote green and clean world. Naturally its products need to be
eco friendly and biodegradable, in lines with the vision of the organization.
3. Brand Focus - Brand Focus represents the corporate identity of the brand.
4. Consumer Experience - Marketers need to focus on consumer experience which refers to what
the customers feel about the product. A consumer is likely to pick up a product which has good
packaging and looks attractive. Products need to meet and exceed customer expectations.
5. Communication Tools - Communication tools include various modes of promoting a particular
brand such as advertising, direct selling, promoting through social media such as facebook,
twitter, orkut and so on.
6. Promotional Tools - Brands are promoted through various promotional tools such as trade
promotions, personal selling and so on. Organizations need to strengthen their relationship with
customers and external clients.
7. Integration Tools - Organizations need to keep a regular track on customer feedbacks and
reviews. You need to have specific software like customer relationship management (CRM)
which helps in measuring the effectiveness of various integrated marketing communications
tools.
Integrated marketing communication enables all aspects of marketing mix to work together in harmony to
promote a particular product or service effectively among end-users.
How Do You Identify Integrated Marketing Communication?
In developing an integrated marketing communications plan, it is important to thoroughly analyze and
determine the target audience. In this case, the target audience is the prospective customer. While taking
this into consideration it is also important to determine the characteristics of the customer; these include;
age, education level, gender, income and geographic location. Once this is done, the developer of an
integrated marketing strategy is set to address the needs of the customer through identifying with
the demographics needs.
Further, an effective strategy envisages the objectives of the communications plan and sets targets for the
drive. It is of overall importance for the developer of the strategy to remain within the budgeted
investment.
What’s the Purpose of Integrated Marketing Communication?

Integrated marketing communication leads to development and maintenance of a good companycustomer relationship.
The strategies employed promote the company‘s brands to potential clients convincing them to try out the
new brands. The overall effect is that the company enjoys an increased profit margin which is the sole
reason of engaging in any entrepreneurial activity.
4 Different Types of Integrated Marketing Communication
External
This is in the event where a company outsources the task of marketing to a marketing firm or a public
relations firm. The firms are then tasked to design and develop the most effective strategies for the
contracting firm.
Internal
Internal marketing integration involves the top level management ensuring that the employees are happy
and excited about developed new products. This ensures that the workers leak the details prematurely
hence exciting prospective customers even before the product hits the target market.
Horizontal
This contributes to a very crucial part in the development of a product or service. This demands a lot of
efficiency between the team tasked to develop and the distribution team as well as the finance team. This
open flow of information provides the requisite synergy required to make the strategy a success.
Vertical
Under this, the strategy demands that the product developed to fit with the corporate policy as well as the
structure of the company.
This means that the product has to be within the breadth of the company‘s mission and goals.
In conclusion, it is safe to employ integrated marketing communication since it has proven to be an ideal
tool to reach out to potential customers.
Why is Integrated Marketing Important?
We all know that integrated marketing is not new, but why is it important in today's world? There are
more marketing channels now than ever before, because of this market channels can be led and directed
by different people, integrated marketing strategies help to pull the message together to ensure that the
message is not disjointed and confusing.
Integrated marketing requires us to pay attention to every marketing message and every marketing piece
that is distributed to ensure consistency, regardless of the channel.

Marketing communication process

1) Sender:
The first part of the process revolves around the sender. The sender is usually a marketing manager,
advertising manager or advertising agency who is the creator of the communication message. It refers to
the marketing firm which is conveying the message.
2) Encoding:
The second part of the process incorporates the encoding of the message. The encoding is a process
where the sender's message or ideas are put into some type of words or signs. The end result of the
encoding is what the receiver hears. Before a message can be sent, it has to be encoded. Putting thoughts,
ideas, or information into a symbolic form is termed as encoding. Encoding ensures the correct
interpretation of message by the receiver, who is often the ultimate customer.
3) Message:
Message channels are communication mediums, including everything from a radio to a newspaper, or
even a facial expression. A message may be verbal or non-verbal, oral, written, or symbolic. A message
contains all the information or meaning that the sender aims to convey. A message is put into a
transmittable form depending upon the channels of communication.
4) Medium:
In an organization, information flows forward, backwards and sideways. This flow of information is
called communication. Communication channels refer to the way this information flows within the
organization.
In this web known as communication, a manager becomes a link. Instructions or decisions flow upwards,
downwards or sideways, depending on the position of the manager in the communication web. For
example, a report from a lower-level manager will flow upwards to upper-level managers or directors.
This upward flow of information can be face-to-face conversations, emails or interdepartmental memos.
The channel used to convey the encoded message to the intended receiver is termed as medium. The
medium can be categorized in the following manner:
i) Personal:
It involves direct interpersonal (face-to-face) contact with the target group.
ii) Non-Personal:

These are channels which convey message without any interpersonal contact between the sender and the
receiver.
The non-personal channels of communication may further be broadly classified as follows:
a) Print Media:
Newspapers, magazines, direct mails, etc.
b) Electronic Media:
Radio and Television.
5) Decoding:
It is the process of transforming the sender‘s message back into thought. Decoding is highly influenced by
the self-reference criteria (SRC), which is unintended reference to one‘s own culture.
6) Receiver:
It is the target audience or customers who receive the message by way of reading, hearing, or seeing. A
number of factors influence how the message is received. These include the clarity of message, the
interest generated, the translation, the sound of words, and the visuals used in the message.
7) Noise:
The unplanned distortions or interference of die message is termed as ‗noise.‘ A message is subjected to a
variety of external factors that distort or interfere, its reception.
8) Feedback:
In order to assess the effectiveness of the marketing communication process, feedback from the customers
is crucial. The time needed to assess the communication impact depends upon the type of promotion used.
For instance, an immediate feedback can be obtained by personal selling, whereas it takes much longer
time to assess the communication effectiveness in case of advertisements.
Promotion Mix, elements of promotion mix, Direct marketing.
Definition: The Promotion Mix is the blend of several promotional activities (Advertising, personal
selling, sales promotion, public relations, direct marketing) used by business to create, maintain and
increase the demand for a product.
Factors influencing Promotion mix
The management must consider the following factors in determining the promotion mix, these are:

1. Nature of Product: The different type of product requires different promotional tools. Such as,
for the industrial products Viz. Machinery, equipment or land personal selling is more appropriate
as a great deal of pre-sale and after-sale services is required to sell and install such products. On
the other hand, advertising and publicity are more suitable for the consumer goods, especially the
convenience goods.
2. Nature of Market: The number and location of customers greatly influence the promotion
mix. In case the group of potential customers is small and are concentrated in a particular locality,
then personal selling is more likely to be effective. Whereas, if the customer base is large and
widespread, then the blend of advertising, personal selling, and the sales promotion is required to
sell the product.
Also, the type of customers influences the managerial decisions of the promotion mix. The type
of promotion for the urban, educated and institutional customers would be different as compared
to the rural, illiterate and household customers.
3. Stage of Product’s Life: The promotion mix changes as the product moves along its life
cycle. During the introduction stage, the principal objective of the promotion is to create the
primary demand by emphasizing the product‘s features, utility, etc. therefore, the blend of
advertising and publicity is required. As the product reaches its maturity stage the advertising and
personal selling is required to maintain the demand of the customers.
And finally, during the decline stage the expenses on other promotional activities are cut, and
more emphasis is laid on sales promotion with the intent to push up the declining sales.
4. Availability of Funds: The marketing budget also decides the promotion mix. If the funds
available for the promotion are large, then the blend of promotional tools can be used, whereas in
the case the funds are limited then the management must choose the promotional tool wisely.
5. Nature of Technique: Each element of the promotional mix has unique features that
significantly influences the purpose of promotion. Such as, the advertising is an impersonal mode
of communication that reaches a large group of customers. Its expression can be amplified with
the use of colors and sound that helps in developing the long lasting brand image in the minds of
the customer.

The Personal selling involves face to face interaction that helps in developing cordial and
personal relations with the customers. Likewise, the sales promotion is short-term incentives
given to the customers with the intent to boost sales for a shorter period of time.
6. Promotional Strategy: The promotion mix largely depends on the company’s promotional
strategy, i.e. whether it accepts the Push Strategy or a Pull Strategy. In a Push strategy, the
manufacturer forces the dealers to carry the product and promote it to the customer, i.e. convince
the potential buyers to buy it. Here, personal selling and trade promotion are likely to be more
effective.
In the case of a Pull Strategy, the consumers ask the dealers to carry the product, i.e. customers
themselves purchase the product. Here, advertising and consumer promotion are more
appropriate.
7. Readiness of Buyer: Different promotional tools are required at different stages of buyer
readiness. Such as, at the comprehension stage, the blend of advertising and personal selling
plays a vital role. Whereas at the conviction stage, personal selling is more effective. At the time
of sales closure, the blend of sales promotion and personal selling is likely to be more effective.
Hence, the advertising and publicity are more effective at the early stages of buying decision process
while the sales promotion and personal selling are more effective during the later stages.

Promotion mix:
Definition: The Promotion Mix refers to the blend of several promotional tools used by the business to
create, maintain and increase the demand for goods and services.
The fourth element of the 4 P‘s of Marketing Mix is the promotion; that focuses on creating the awareness
and persuading the customers to initiate the purchase. The several tools that facilitate the promotion
objective of a firm are collectively known as the Promotion Mix.
The Promotion Mix is the integration of Advertising, Personal Selling, Sales Promotion, Public Relations
and Direct Marketing. The marketers need to view the following questions in order to have a balanced
blend of these promotional tools.





What is the most effective way to inform the customers?
Which marketing methods to be used?
To whom the promotion efforts be directed?
What is the marketing budget? How is it to be allocated to the promotional tools?

Elements of Promotion Mix
UNDERSTANDING THE MAIN COMMUNICATION CHANNELS [top]




Advertising. Advertising is any paid form of media communication. This includes print ads in
magazines, trade journals and newspapers, radio and TV announcements, Web-based visibilitybuilding, and billboards. Advertising is a nonpersonal promotional activity because the seller has
no direct contact with the potential customer during the communication process.
Sales Promotions. In-store demonstrations, displays, contests and price incentives (50% off, buyone-get-one-free) are sales promotion techniques.







Public Relations. These activities promote a positive image, generate publicity and foster
goodwill with the intent of increasing sales. Generating favorable media coverage, hosting special
events and sponsoring charitable campaigns are examples of public relations.
Direct Marketing. A form of advertising aimed directly at target customers (usually in their
homes or offices) that asks the receiver to take action, such as ordering a product, clipping a
coupon, phoning a toll-free number or visiting a store. Catalogs, coupon mailers and letters are
common forms of direct marketing.
Personal Selling. Face-to-face communication between buyer and seller.

Weigh the pros and cons of each of the five promotional methods:
Method 1: Advertising
In one sense, advertising is old-fashioned. It has a long, storied history as a device to sell products. But
the way we write and deliver ads today barely resembles the classic print, radio and TV pitches of the
past.
Advertising is any paid form of nonpersonal communication about a company, product, service or idea by
an identified sponsor. That means you must buy space or time for an advertised message, although in rare
cases you can use public service announcements for which the media covers the cost.
Advertising involves mass media, from TV and radio to the Internet, magazines, newspapers and
billboards. Its impersonal nature usually leaves little room for gathering instant feedback from receivers.
That‘s why you must study how your target audience will respond to your message before you send it.
Advertising can help you:




Introduce your target market to new products, new product features and new applications.
Persuade your audience to choose your product over a competitor‘s or to perceive your product in
a new way, perhaps by launching an "image" appeal.
Remind your target market of your product‘s features, benefits and availability.

Advantages of advertising
1. Credibility. By investing in a public presentation of your company and its products, you can
enhance customers‘ perceptions of legitimacy, permanence and quality that they associate with
your enterprise.
2. Timing. You can repeat a message at strategic intervals. Repeating your message increases the
likelihood that your target customer will see the message at a time where he is open to hearing it.
The right timing can maximize your awareness-building efforts.
3. Drama. The best advertising puts a human face on a company and its products. It can convey a
sense of adventure, challenge people to test their assumptions about your business or entertain or

enlighten your audience. It can introduce consumers to images and symbols that differentiate your
company from others.
4. Branding. Effective advertising enables you to create and nurture brand equity, a vital but
intangible source of goodwill that flows from a favorable image associated with a brand name.
Once your company establishes a distinctive trademark in the public eye, you have a competitive
advantage.
Disadvantages of advertising
1. Cost. Marketers often argue that advertising offers a cost-effective way to reach large groups, and
it‘s true that the cost per contact can prove lower than with other promotional methods.
Nevertheless, many entrepreneurs lack the finances to invest heavily in advertising. Producing
and placing professional advertisements is prohibitively expensive for many emerging-growth
companies.
2. Follow through. While attention-grabbing advertising can attract interest, even the most
innovative campaigns can become stale over time. And entrepreneurs may grow to rely too much
on advertising at the expense of more personal, direct appeals to niche audiences.
3. Lack of feedback. Measuring the success of advertising can prove impossible. Some of the best
TV commercials from a stylistic standpoint may not increase sales for the advertiser.
4. Consumer indifference. As people get pelted with promotional messages throughout the day,
they become better at screening out ads. Information overload and clutter can lead your target
audience to turn away from your best efforts to engage them.
Advertising on the Web
Online advertising is soaring as more people log onto the Internet. Over a billion people worldwide are
projected to use the Web by 2005, according to Computer Industry Almanac. Online ad revenue after a
tough year for dot-coms was still over $4 billion in 2001 [―Where the Online Ad News is Good,‖ by Jane
Black, Business Week Online (January 17, 2002)].
Creating a Web site for your business can help you educate consumers, solicit feedback and provide
online service. But don‘t expect your Web presence to build your company‘s exposure.
To advertise effectively on the Internet, you may need to pay high-traffic sites or Internet publications to
list your URL or link to your home page.
The most common forms of Web advertising include:
1. Banner ads usually appear at the top or bottom of a Web page as rectangular "virtual billboards"
that link to your home page. At their best, they draw a browser‘s eye with sharp, lively graphics.
You typically buy banner ads on an average CPM basis (cost per one thousand page views or ads
shown), with rates ranging from $1 CPM to reach broad audiences to $50 CPM for more targeted
sites. You can also pay for ads that flash onto the screen when triggered by a keyword search.
You‘ll need to factor in the "click-through rate," or the number of people who click on your ad
divided by the number of page views shown, when weighing the cost-effectiveness of banner ads.
The industry average is about 0.5%, but it varies considerably based on the type of business
you‘re promoting.
2. Paid listings. Portal sites, such as America Online, Yahoo and Lycos, tend to attract the widest
net of Web users. If you‘re building a sports-memorabilia business, you may want to pay for a
listing under the "Sports" category of a major portal. This may cost a flat fee or a percentage of
sales generated from the ad. To stake out a longer-term position on the Web, you can pay to
sponsor a page on a Web site or e-mail newsletter that targets your customer base.
3. Pay-per-click links. Some search engines and general Web sites sell online advertising on a perclick basis. Example: See Overture.com (click on "Marketing") or ValueClick.
4. Pay-per-sale advertising. A low-risk, low-cost way to experiment with Web-based advertising is
to enlist affiliates who provide a link to your company‘s site. If you make a sale thanks to a
customer coming through that link, your affiliate earns a commission of, say, 5% to 15% of the
total purchase. You only pay for the advertising when you rack up a sale. Unless you‘re techsavvy (in which case you can buy software to run your own program), farm out this advertising to

a service bureau that charges an initial set-up fee and then a chunk of the commission you pay
your affiliates.
5. "Opt-in" e-mail advertising allows you to send your ad to list members who‘ve agreed to
accept e-mail promotions from businesses such as yours. Response rates range from 1% to 15%,
depending on the mailing list and the appeal of your offer, according to Larry Chase, publisher of
"Web Digest for Marketers." Because you‘ll collect 80% of e-mail responses within 48 hours,
you can test ad campaigns quickly. And with rates of 15 cents to 35 cents per name, this approach
can save money compared to direct mail (with its postage, printing and handling costs).
Beware: "Opt-in" lists are far superior to "opt-out" lists to which recipients get added
involuntarily and from which they must unsubscribe to discontinue receiving your e-mail ads.
Method 2: Public Relations
With effective public relations, you can increase sales through favorable, nonpaid media coverage and
enhance your company‘s image. Public relations builds goodwill toward your business by raising your
company‘s profile in the public eye.
Publicity is free advertising. You can generate publicity through press releases, special events,
sponsorships, newsletters and community activities.
The most common form of publicity is press coverage. It fits into the promotional mix only when there‘s
newsworthy information about your company such as:







You‘ve developed a breakthrough technology or service that no one else offers.
You‘ve won a prestigious award or industry prize that‘s widely recognizable.
You‘ve made a major investment in your community, whether in ramping up hiring (especially if
you‘re aggressively courting people with disabilities, senior citizens or implementing welfare-towork programs), purchasing land to build your new headquarters or donating goods to charities.
You‘ve acquired another company.
You‘re hiring new executives or announcing the addition of new board members.

When publicity is not appropriate and your specific objective is to improve your company‘s image with
the public, then consider sponsoring a charitable event. If your specific goal is to increase sales through
better customer service and relations, produce a newsletter on a regular basis that provides your customers
with useful information.
Advantages of public relations
1. Believability. Most people perceive publicity as more credible and believable than a paid
advertisement. When you run an ad, you can make any product claim you want. Consumers know
this and often react with skepticism. But reporters don‘t have to feature you in their publications
or on their programs and speak positively about your business. You don‘t control the message
when you don‘t pay for it.
2. Employee morale. Your staff may work together to promote your company‘s charitable activities
or host special events and celebrations for the community. The resulting publicity can boost their
pride and enthusiasm for their jobs.
3. Educating visitors to your Web site. Before the Internet, companies would issue press releases
about news designed to interest newspaper reporters. Today, you can compose press releases and
display them on your company‘s Web site. While this may not reach as many people as having a
reporter integrate your press release into a news story, you can still reap competitive value. Web
researchers may read your company‘s press pages to get updates on your product releases,
expansion plans or personnel moves.
Disadvantages of public relations
1. Cost. While arranging publicity generally costs less than advertising, it can prove surprisingly
expensive. You may need to hire a public relations firm to develop campaigns, write press
releases and follow up with journalists. Even if you bring these tasks in-house, the cost of

developing publicity items and staging events can stretch your budget and divert workers from
their primary responsibilities.
2. Lack of control. While you can invite the media to preview your new product or tour your new
facility, there‘s no guarantee that a glowing article will result. Or information might be
improperly reported or key details omitted. What‘s worse, publicity can backfire if it downplays
the positives and harps on negatives.
3. Failure to hit target. You can do everything right in generating the kind of favorable publicity
you seek. But the message may not reach your desired audience. A newscast can run your
segment at a time when fewer viewers are watching, or a newspaper can mention your company
in a short article buried in a back section that‘s often discarded.
Method 3: Sales Promotions
Sales promotions are marketing activities that provide extra value or incentives to your sales force,
distributors or consumers.
Consumer-oriented sales promotion targets individual customers. It engages and motivates potential
buyers. Examples include free samples, coupons, contests, rebates, premiums, point-of-sale displays and
other incentives intended to stimulate immediate sales. For retailers, visual merchandising is especially
important. Attractive window and interior displays and eye-catching exterior signs can lure shoppers and
reinforce the unique theme or character of your store.
Trade-oriented sales promotion targets intermediaries, such as wholesalers, distributors and retailers. You
can use promotional and merchandising allowances, price deals, sales contests and trade shows to
persuade the trade to stock and promote your company‘s products.
Sales promotions tend to lose their luster after a few weeks or months. They‘re typically woven into a
promotional mix to:




Encourage customers to use the product more frequently and to attract users of a competing
brand.
Transform potential customers into actual customers.
Encourage retailers to carry more inventory.

When weighing whether to use a sales promotion, ask yourself two questions:
"Will this promotion reach my targeted customers?" and "Will it make a lasting impression on them, or
will it be tossed away and forgotten?"
Sales promotions must complement your overall strategic planning. For instance, avoid offering a coupon
unless it fits in with your larger plan to lure consumers to switch brands.
Experimentation helps you determine the most effective sales promotion tools. Pre-testing is vital to avoid
costly mistakes. Example: Before producing and distributing 50,000 product samples with coupons on a
consumer‘s first purchase at 100 regional grocery stores, run a test. Go to five of the stores and distribute
samples. Determine how many coupons you actually get back, and then decide whether to expand to the
full sales promotion.
Advantages of sales promotions
1. Build relationships. Trade-oriented promotions give marketing intermediaries a financial
incentive to support your company‘s products. By offering discounts to retailers in exchange for
prominent shelf space or end-of-the-aisle displays, for instance, you can strengthen relationships
with key players who can help stimulate sales.
2. Stir excitement. Many consumers love contests and sweepstakes. You can turn a drab purchase
into a more lively event by promising cash prizes to lucky winners. At its best, a sales promotion
adds alluring incentives for buyer action.

3. Gauge price sensitivity. Using coupons or rebates can help you measure to what extent your
shoppers base their buying decisions on price. You can also collect their addresses and other
consumer profile data that can prove valuable in subsequent marketing campaigns.
Disadvantages of sales promotions
1. Risk of misfire. Many fast-growth entrepreneurs rush to try some form of sales promotion, only
to declare such efforts a waste. But problems often result from poor planning. You must first
identify and develop specific strategies to boost sales before you target customers and choose
sales promotion tools, rather than plunging into sales promotions without laying the groundwork
first.
2. Risk of dependency. Business owners can grow to rely on sales promotion and dwell on shortterm marketing ploys, at the expense of more coordinated long-range plans. Realize that sales
gains from promotions often sputter after an initial spike and you can sacrifice long-term brand
equity in the pursuit of short-term goals.
3. Risk of trivializing your brand. Giving out coupons or samples can undermine the image of
exclusivity or prestige that you wish to associate with your product or company. Price-conscious
consumers may also withhold purchases in the absence of sales promotions.
Method 4: Direct Marketing
Direct marketing enables you to communicate with your customers in a more personalized way than
advertising, such as greeting them with a letter or telephoning them directly. Telemarketing, direct mail,
catalogs and coupon mailers are all examples of direct-marketing techniques.
Successful direct marketing depends on whether you can acquire and maintain a database of your target
market. Some marketers find this alone justifies the cost of advertising in a national consumer publication
instead.
Consider using direct marketing in your promotional mix if:










Your primary means of distributing your product is through the mail or directly to
customers. With the growth of the Internet, many companies don‘t use retail outlets at all. Others
supplement their retail efforts by selling through the Web, the mail or telephone. Companies that
distribute products through the mail must assemble and maintain databases and mailing lists.
Direct mail is a particularly cost-effective communication vehicle for them.
You are selling products with many benefits. Your product may have multiple benefits to the
user, but space limitations in an advertisement may prevent you from mentioning all but the most
prominent ones. A direct-mail letter lets you communicate all your benefits. It‘s also a good way
to announce sales promotions or special discounts.
Your advertising efforts fail to reach your target market. As the upscale jewelry store owner,
you may feel that the ad you placed in a high-end magazine isn‘t increasing your business. You
can try buying a list by ZIP code in an exclusive residential area. This assures you that you‘re
concentrating on your actual target market.
You are selling an expensive product or service. When you‘re engaging in high-ticket sales,
you must expend more effort to convince potential customers to buy. A direct-mail letter gives
you more opportunity to expand your appeal than an advertisement with limited space.
Your business depends on reorders and/or volume. Magazine publishers use telemarketing
because subscribers often put off renewing their subscriptions. A sales rep‘s reminder call often
spurs a renewal sale.

Advantages of direct marketing
1. Predictability. By staging initial tests and measuring the results, you can roll out a directmarketing campaign to a wider universe of potential customers with a strong likelihood that it
will succeed. You can mitigate your risk by strategic sampling.
2. Effectiveness in reaching the right target. Through direct marketing, you can contact narrow
market segments and customize your message to appeal to them.

3. Ease of measurement. Evaluating direct-marketing campaigns is straightforward because you
can measure outcomes with quantifiable data, such as number and size of orders, leads generated
or requests for more information.
Disadvantages of direct marketing
1. Saturation. Many consumers are rebelling against the onslaught of direct marketing. They‘re
more apt to discard direct mail, resent telemarketing calls, turn away door-to-door salespeople
and laugh off TV infomercials.
2. Reliance on obsolete direct-mail lists. In this transient society, increasing numbers of people
relocate more frequently or use two addresses. Despite advances in technology that update
mailing lists, it remains difficult to buy reliable lists that reach the market segment you want.
Incorrect list selection can wipe out the appeal of a great product, a great package or a great offer.
3. Heightened need for customer service. If you rely on direct-response ads, telemarketing or
direct mail to introduce your company to shoppers, you must deliver an even higher level of
personalized service to win over prospective customers. This requires additional investment in
staffing and customer service training and delivery that some entrepreneurs overlook.
Method 5: Personal Selling
Personal selling brings humanness to selling. Sales representatives do what advertisements do: inform,
persuade or remind. But they do it in person and can thus give your company a distinct personality.
There are two types of salespeople, order getters and order takers. Order getters engage in creative
selling by finding and winning over customers. Order takers are more passive: They wait for customers to
find them.
The biggest factor in determining whether personal selling should become part of your mix is whether
staffing a proactive sales force applies to your business model. Personal selling is most often used by
companies that sell expensive, technical or highly specialized products

1. Advertising:
Advertising is defined as any paid form of non-personal presentation and promotion of ideas, goods, and
services by an identified sponsor. It is a way of mass communication. It is the most popular and widely
practiced tool of market promotion. Major part of promotional budget is consumed for advertising alone.
Various advertising media – television, radio, newspapers, magazines, outdoor means and so forth – are
used for advertising the product.
Characteristics of advertising are as follow:
i. Adverting is non-personal or mass communication. Personal contact is not possible.
ii. It is a paid form of communication.
iii. It is a one-way communication.
iv. Identifiable entity/sponsor-company or person gives advertising.
v. It is costly option to promote the sales.
vi. It can be reproduced frequently as per need.
vii. Per contact cost is the lowest.
viii. Various audio-visual, print, and outdoor media can be used for advertising purpose.

ix. It is a widely used and highly popular tool of market promotion.
2. Sales Promotion:
Sales promotion covers those marketing activities other than advertising, publicity, and personal selling
that stimulate consumer purchasing and dealer effectiveness. Sales promotion mainly involves short-term
and non-routine incentives, offered to dealers as well consumers. The popular methods used for sales
promotion are demonstration, trade show, exhibition, exchange offer, seasonal discount, free service,
gifts, contests, etc.
Characteristics of sales promotion are as follows:
i. The primary purpose of sales promotion is to induce customers for immediate buying or dealer
effectiveness or both.
ii. Excessive use of sale promotion may affect sales and reputation of a company adversely.
iii. It is taken as supplementary to advertising and personal selling efforts.
iv. It involves all the promotional efforts other than advertising, personal selling, and publicity.
v. It consists of short-term incentives, schemes, or plans offered to buyers, salesmen, and/ or dealers.
vi. It involves non-routine selling efforts.
3. Personal Selling:
Personal selling includes face-to-face personal communication and presentation with prospects (potential
and actual customers) for the purpose of selling the products. It involves personal conversation and
presentation of products with customers. It is considered as a highly effective and costly tool of market
promotion.
Characteristics of personal have been listed below:
i. Personal selling is an oral, face-to-face, and personal presentation with consumers.
ii. Basic purpose is to promote products or increase sales.
iii. It involves two-way communication.
iv. Immediate feedback can be measured.
v. It is an ability of salesmen to persuade or influence buyers.
vi. It is more flexible way of market communication.
vii. Per contact cost is higher than advertising.
viii. It involves teaching, educating, and assisting people to buy.
4. Publicity:
Publicity is also a way of mass communication. It is not a paid form of mass communication that involves
getting favourable response of buyers by placing commercially significant news in mass media. William
J. Stanton defines: ―Publicity is any promotional communication regarding an organisation and/or its
products where the message is not paid for by the organisation benefiting from it.‖

It is the traditional form of public relations. Publicity is not paid for by the organisation. Publicity comes
from reporters, columnists, and journalists. It can be considered as a part of public relations. Publicity
involves giving public speeches, giving interviews, conducting seminars, charitable donations,
inauguration by film actor, cricketer, politician or popular personalities, stage show, etc., that attract mass
media to publish the news about them.
Main characteristic of publicity include:
i. Publicity involves obtaining favourable presentation about company or company‘s offers upon radio,
television, or stage that is not paid for by the sponsor.
ii. It is a non-paid form of market promotion. However, several indirect costs are involved in publicity.
iii. It may include promotion of new product, pollution control efforts, special achievements of
employees, publicizing new policies, etc., for increasing sales. It is primarily concerns with publishing or
highlighting company‘s activities and products. It is targeted to build company‘s image.
iv. Mostly, publicity can be carried via newspapers, magazines, radio or television.
v. Company has no control over publicity in terms of message, time, frequency, information, and
medium.
vi. It has a high degree of credibility. Publicity message is more likely to be read and reacted by audience.
vii. Publicity can be done at a much lower cost than advertising. Company needs to spend a little amount
to get the event or activity publicized.
viii. Frequency or repetition of publicity in mass media depends upon its social significance or the values
for news. Mostly, it appears only once.
5. Public Relations / Direct marketing:
The public relations is comprehensive term that includes maintaining constructive relations not only with
customers, suppliers, and middlemen, but also with a large set of interested publics. Note that public
relations include publicity, i.e., publicity is the part of public relations.
William Stanton defines:
―Public relations activities typically are designed to build or maintain a favourable image for an
organisation and a favourable relationship with the organization‘s various publics. These publics may be
customers, stockholders, employees, unions, environmentalists, the government, and people in local
community, or some other groups in society.‖ Thus, public relations include organization‘s broad and
overall communication efforts intended to influence various groups‘ attitudes toward the organisation.
Some experts have stated that the public relations are an extension of publicity.
Main characteristic of publicity are as under:
i. Public relations is a paid form of market promotion. Company has to incur expenses.
ii. Public relations activities are designed to build and maintain a favourable image for an organisation
and a favourable relationship with the organization‘s various publics.
iii. It is an integral part of managerial function. Many companies operate a special department for the
purpose, known as the public relations department.
iv. It involves a number of interactions, such as contacting, inviting, informing, clarifying, responding,
interpreting, dealing, transacting, and so forth.

v. Public relations covers a number of publics – formal and informal groups. These publics may be
customers, stockholders, employees, unions, environmentalists, the government, people of local
community, or some other groups in society.
vi. Public relations activities are undertaken continuously. It is a part of routine activities.
vii. All the officials, from top level to supervisory level, perform public relations activities.
viii. In relation to modern management practices, the public relations is treated as the profession.
Thus, there are five major elements or promotion mix. Each tool/element has its advantages, limitations,
and applicability. Depending upon company‘s internal and external situations, one or more tools are used.
Mostly, company‘s promotional programme involves more elements, each element supplements others.

Channels of Distributions: Types of intermediaries, functions of distribution channels, channel levels,
Designing Distribution Channels, Physical Distribution, Supply Chain Management (Basic only).
Types of intermediaries
Marketing intermediaries, also known as middlemen or distribution intermediaries, are an important part
of the product distribution channel. Intermediaries are individuals or businesses that make it possible for
the product to make it from the manufacturer to the end user, essentially facilitating the sales process
According to Business Dictionary, the four basic types of marketing intermediaries are agents,
wholesalers, distributors and retailers.
Agents
The agent as a marketing intermediary is an independent individual or company whose main function is to
act as the primary selling arm of the producer and represent the producer to users. Agents take possession
of products but do not actually own them. Agents usually make profits from commissions or fees paid for
the services they provide to the producer and users.
Wholesalers
Wholesalers are independently owned firms that take title to the merchandise they handle. In other words,
the wholesalers own the products they sell. Wholesalers purchase product in bulk and store it until they
can resell it. Wholesalers generally sell the products they have purchased to other intermediaries, usually
retailers, for a profit.
Distributors
Distributors are similar to wholesalers, but with one key difference. Wholesalers will carry a variety of
competing products, for instance Pepsi and Coke products, whereas distributors only carry
complementary product lines, either Pepsi or Coke products. Distributors usually maintain close

relationships with their suppliers and customers. Distributors will take title to products and store them
until they are sold.
Retailers
A retailer takes title to, or purchases, products from other market intermediaries. Retailers can be
independently owned and operated, like small ―mom and pop‖ stores, or they can be part of a large chain,
like Walmart. The retailer will sell the products it has purchased directly to the end user for a profit.

After production, the product is delivered to the ultimate consumer and this is done through marketing
intermediaries or channels of distribution. The word ‗channel‘ has been derived from French word canal.
The channel of distribution refers to the path or route which a product follows from the point of
production to the point of consumption; it is a trade link between producers and ultimate consumers and
acts as bridge which connects the two parties.
According to Rauzan D.A. ―A channel of distribution may be defined as the vehicle for viewing
marketing organisation in its external aspect and for bridging the physical and nonphysical gaps that exist
in moving goods from producers to consumers through the exchanged process including the
determination of price.‖ In the words of Cundiff and Still ―A channel of distribution may be defined as a
path traced in the direct or indirect transfer of the title to a product as it moves from producer to ultimate
consumers or industrial users‖.
The channels of distribution include various marketing intermediaries or middlemen like retailers and
wholesalers, but it does not include banks, insurance companies, warehouses, transport agencies and
railways etc., which render valuable marketing services but are not direct marketing intermediaries. These
are also referred as ‗Functional Middlemen or Mercantile Agents.‘
Types of Distribution Channels:

There are two main categories of marketing intermediary‘s viz., (A) Functional Middlemen or Mercantile
Agents, and (B) Merchant Middlemen.
These are explained below:
(A) Functional Middlemen or Mercantile Agents:
The mercantile agents perform important marketing services and facilitate the process of distribution of
goods. The following are the various types of functional middlemen:
(i) Brokers:
They do not possess the goods themselves, and their main function is to bring buyer and seller together.
They charge brokerage or commission from the buyer as well as the seller.
(ii) Commission Agents:
These agents are also known as consignees. They sell goods on behalf of the actual owners. They sell
goods and perform important functions of marketing viz., warehousing, packing and grading. They get
commission for rendering these services.
Sometimes they get Del credere commission also which is an extra commission over and above the
normal commission. The loss on account of bad debts (in case of credit sales) is to be borne by the Del
credere agents.

(ii) Common Carriers:
These include railways, road transport, airways and shippers who are engaged in carrying goods from the
place of their production to the place of consumption. In this manner these agencies create ‗place utility‘.
They charge freight for taking goods from one place to another either form the buyer or seller.
(iii) Auctioneers:
They are appointed when goods are to be sold by auction. The goods to be sold are displayed before the
intending buyers and bids are invited from them. Whosoever gives the highest bid is given the goods. The
legal provisions relating to auction sales are covered in the Sales of Goods Act, 1930.
(v) Insurance Companies, Banks, etc.:
These agencies render valuable services in the form of facilitating functions in the process of purchase
and sale of goods. Most of the business transactions are carried through banks. Receipts and payments
take place through banks.
Banks provide credit facilities against hypothecation of goods. The insurance companies perform the
important marketing function of risk bearing while goods are in the warehouse of the seller or in transit.
(B) Merchant Middlemen:
These include wholesalers, retailers and direct consumer selling etc. Usually one of the under-mentioned
processes is undertaken to distribute goods to the ultimate consumers:
(i) Manufacturer to Consumers:
This is the direct channel of distribution which involves direct sale of goods from the producer to the
consumers. This process can be carried out by appointing certain salesmen or sending goods to the
consumers by mail. This is called as direct consumer selling. A manufacturer can open his own retail shop
within the premises of the factory to sell goods directly to consumers.
(ii) Manufacturer to Retailer and Then to Ultimate Consumer:
This method is undertaken to cover wider markets. Retailers connect the manufacturers and the
consumers. This channel is suitable in case the products which are perishable and quick delivery is
needed. This method is acquiring immense popularity these days. Departmental stores and super markets
are covered under this category.
(iii) Manufacturer to Wholesaler to Retailer and To Consumer:
This is the traditional and widely used channel of distribution. This method is suitable in case of scattered
and wider markets.
The most important advantage of this method is that the manufacturer can concentrate on production
activities and distribution of goods is transferred to wholesalers and retailers. Wholesalers and retailers
provide specialised and valuable services in the process of distribution of goods.
(iv) Manufacturer to the Agent to Wholesaler to Retailer to Consumer:
This process involves long chain of distribution. Some manufacturers appoint sole selling agents for the
delivery of goods to the wholesalers who in turn sell them to the retailers. Most of the textile mills and big
business houses in India have agents for the distribution of goods. These selling agents sell goods on
commission basis directly to wholesalers or large retailers.
(V) Manufacturer to Wholesaler to Consumer:

This method is usually adopted in case of large and institutional buyers, e.g. government, consumer cooperatives, hospitals, educational institutions, military supplies and business houses etc.
Functions of distribution channels
Distribution is one of the four elements of the marketing mix, the other three being product, pricing and
promotion. This marketing mix is also referred to as the four Ps of marketing; distribution is here called
physical distribution or place. Simply put, distribution is the process of delivering the products
manufactured or service provided by a firm to the end user. Various intermediaries are involved in this
process. This chain of intermediaries which helps in transferring the product from one intermediary to the
next before it reaches the end user is called the Distribution Chain or Distribution Channel. Each
intermediary has a specific role and need which the marketer caters to.
Distribution channels are not limited to products only even the services provided by a producer may pass
through this channel and reach the customer. Both direct and indirect channels come into use in this case.
For instance, the hotel industry provides facility for lodging to its customers, which is a non-physical
commodity or a service. The hotel may provide rooms on direct booking as well as through indirect
channels like tour operators, travel agents, airlines etc. Distribution chain has seen several improvements
in the form of franchising. Also there has been link ups between two service sectors like travel and
tourism which has made services available more accessible to the customer. For instance hotels also
provide cars on rent.
Functions of a Distribution Channel


The primary function of a distribution channel is to bridge the gap between production and
consumption.



A close study of the market is extremely essential. A sound marketing plan depends upon
thorough market study.



The distribution channel is also responsible for promoting the product. Awareness regarding
products and other offers should be created among the consumers.



Creating contacts or prospective buyers and maintaining liaison with existing ones.



Understanding the customer's needs and adjusting the offer accordingly.



Negotiate price and other offers related to the product as per the customer demand.



Storage and distribution of goods



Catering to the financial requirements for the smooth working of the distribution chain.



Risk taking for example by stock holding

Marketing channels serve many functions, including creating utility and facilitating exchange efficiencies.
Although some of these functions may be performed by a single channel member, most functions are
accomplished through both independent and joint efforts of channel members. When managed effectively,
the relationships among channel n embers can also form supply chains that benefits all members of the
channel, including the ultimate consumer.
1) Information Provider:
Middlemen have a role in providing information about the market to the manufacturer. Developments like
changes in customer demography, psychography, media habits and the entry of a new competitor or a new
brand and changes in customer preferences are some of the information that all manufacturers want. Since
these middlemen are present in the market place and close to the customer they can provide this
information at no additional cost.
2) Price Stability:
Maintaining price stability in the market is another function a middleman performs. Many a time the
middlemen absorb an increase in the price of the products and continue to charge the customer the same
old price. This is because of the intra-middlemen competition. The middleman also maintains price
stability by keeping his overheads low.
3) Promotion:
Promoting the product/s in his territory is another function that middlemen perform. Many of them design
their own sales incentive programmes, aimed at building customers traffic at the other outlets.
4) Financing:
Middlemen finance manufacturers‘ operation by providing the necessary working capital in the form of
advance payments for goods and services. The payment is in advance even though the manufacturer may
extend credit, because it has to be made even before the products are bought, consumed and paid for by
the ultimate consumer.
5) Title:
Most middlemen take the title to the goods, services and trade in their own name. This helps in diffusing
the risks between the manufacturer and middlemen. This also enables middlemen to be in physical
possession of the goods, which in turn enables them to meet customer demand at very moment it arises.
6) Help in Production Function:
The producer can concentrate on the production function leaving the marketing problem to middlemen
who specialize in the profession. Their services can best utilized for selling the product. The finance,
required for organising marketing can profitably be used in production where the rate of return would be
greater.
7) Matching Demand and Supply:
The chief function of intermediaries is to assemble the goods from many producers in such a manner that
a customer can affect purchases with ease. The goal of marketing is the matching of segments of supply
and demand.
The matching process is undertaken by performing the following functions:
i) Contractual: Finding out buyers and sellers.

ii) Merchandising: Producing goods that will satisfy market requirements.
iii) Pricing: Process of attaching value to the product in monetary terms.
iv) Propaganda: Sales promotion activities.
v) Physical Distribution: Distribution activities.
vi) Termination: Settlement of contract, i.e., paying the value and receiving the goods.
8) Pricing:
In pricing a product, the producer should invite the suggestions from the middlemen who are very close to
the ultimate users and know what they can pay for the product. Pricing may be different for different
markets or products depending upon the channel of distribution.
9) Standardizing Transactions:
Standardizing transactions is another function of marketing channels. Taking the example of the milk
delivery system, the distribution is standardized throughout the marketing channel so that consumers do
not need to negotiate with the sellers on any aspect, whether it is price, quantity, method of payment or
location of the product.
By standardizing transactions, marketing channels automate most of the stages in the flow of products
from the manufacturer to the customers.
10) Matching Buyers and Sellers:
The most crucial activity of the marketing channel members is to match the needs of buyers and sellers.
Normally, most sellers do not know where they can reach potential buyers and similarly, buyers do not
know where they can reach potential sellers. From this perspective, the role of the marketing channel to
match the buyers‘ and sellers‘ needs becomes very vital. For example, a painter of modern art may not
know where he can reach his potential customers, but an art dealer would surely know.
Channel levels,
Types of Distribution Channels:
Broadly, Channel of distribution is of two types viz., (1) Direct Channel (2) Indirect Channel.
1. Direct Channel or Zero Level Channels:
When the producer or the manufacturer directly sells the goods to the customers without involving any
middlemen, it is known as direct channel or zero level channel. It is the simplest and the shortest mode of
distribution. Selling through post, internet or door to door selling etc. are the examples of this channel.
For example, Mc Donalds, Bata, Mail order etc.
Methods of Direct Channel are:
(a) Door to door selling
(b) Internet selling
(c) Mail order selling
(d) Company owned retail outlets

(e) Telemarketing
2. Indirect Channels:
When a manufacturer or a producer employs one or more middlemen to distribute goods, it is known as
indirect channel.
Following are the main forms of indirect channels:
(a) Manufacturer-Retailer-Consumer (One Level Channel):
This channel involves the use of one middleman i.e. retailer who in turn sells them to the ultimate
customers. It is usually adopted for speciality goods. For example Tata sells its cars through company
approved retailers.
Manufacturer→ Retailer→ Consumer
(b) Manufacturer-Wholesaler-Retailer-Customer (Two level channels):
Under this channel, wholesaler and retailer act as a link between the manufacturer and the customer. This
is the most commonly used channel for distributing goods like soap, rice, wheat, clothes etc.
Manufacturer→ Wholesaler→ Retailer→ Customer
(c) Manufacturer-Agent-Wholesaler-Retailer-Consumer (Three level channels):
This level comprises of three middlemen i.e. agent, wholesaler and the retailer. The manufacturers supply
the goods to their agents who in turn supply them to wholesalers and retailers. This level is usually used
when a manufacturer deal in limited products and yet wants to cover a wide market.
Manufacturer → Agent → Wholesaler → Retailer → Consumer
Three Levels of the Distribution Channel

In level (1) there are no intermediaries involved, the manufacturer is selling directly to the customer. This
is called the'direct-marketing' channel. Examples of direct marketing channel can be seen at factory outlet
stores. Various hotels prefer direct-marketing, they market their services directly to their customers
without taking the help of any retail intermediary (travel agent).
Levels (2) and (3) are examples of 'indirect-marketing' channels. In level (2) one intermediary or retailer
is used. A Retailer sells goods/services directly to the end users. Retailer buys products from
manufacturers or wholesalers.
In level (3) along with retailer a second member is added to the distribution chain. He is the wholesaler. A
wholesaler buys and stores products in bulk from manufacturers. He sells these products in smaller
quantities to retailers.
Why should a producer not indulge in selling his product directly to the consumer? Once the product
reaches the hands of the intermediaries he loses control over them, so why does he take this risk? The
reason is that the intermediaries manage the distribution costs efficiently. They are experienced and have
potential contacts which add to their productiveness. Their scale of operation is large as compared to the
manufacturer alone which means the scale of sales reached would be higher. While there are various
organizations which operate their own distribution channel or do not take any help from channel
members, there are others who are in need of some level of channel partnership. For instance Dell

computers do not need retail stores for selling their product as they customers can buy directly through
the internet. But still some amount of channel partnership is needed with parcel post shippers like FedEx
and UPS for product distribution. If Dell were to accomplish this part of distribution too all by itself then
it would have exhausted all its company resources to build a large shipping service to satisfy its huge
customer base. Thus Dell and its customers are taking advantage of benefits provided by its shippers..
Designing Distribution Channels
1. Know what customer wants
 Lot size
 Distance
 Waiting time
 Product variety
 Service backup
2. Decide on outlet
3. Determine cost
4. Bind the Ideal
 Efficiency in cost, revenue, profit
 Effectiveness, market share
 Adaptability to new product or technology
5. Compare alternatives
6. Review assumptions in the light of research
7. Confront the Gap between Ideal and actual distribution system
8. Implement changes in the system, if required

Physical Distribution:
Definition
Physical distribution is the group of activities associated with the supply of finished product from the
production line to the consumers. The physical distribution considers many sales distribution channels,
such as wholesale and retail, and includes critical decision areas like customer service, inventory,
materials, packaging, order processing, and transportation and logistics. You often will hear these
processes be referred to as distribution, which is used to describe the marketing and movement of
products.
Accounting for nearly half of the entire marketing budget of products, the physical distribution process
typically garnishes a lot of attention from business managers and owners. As a result, these activities are
often the focus of process improvement and cost-saving initiatives in many companies.
Definition: Physical Distribution
Physical distribution is defined as the group of activities that deals with the supply of finished product
from the finished product to the end consumers. The distribution channel includes both the wholesale and
retail channels. It also includes several critical decision making areas like customer service, materials,
inventory, packaging of the finished product, order processing and fulfilment, logistics, etc.
Read Next




Physical Distribution Management PDM
Physical Evidence
Physical Ability Test

It accounts for almost half to the marketing budget of the firm. Importance of physical distribution for a
firm depends on the type of product and level of customer satisfaction desired.

The key functions which are a part of the physical distribution process are:
• Customer Service: The main function of Customer Service personnel is to set a standard for customer
satisfaction that must be ensured while delivering a product to the consumers and then ensuring that this
standard is maintained. For example, a firm manufacturing mattresses may have approach wherein it must
deliver the product to the 75% of its customers within 48 hours. Moreover, it may keep an additional
standard of meeting 95% customer satisfaction in 72 hours.
• Order Processing: Order processing is a very crucial function to the firm as it deals with taking orders
from the customers efficiently and its efficiency is directly concerned with customer satisfaction. If order
processing is done efficiently, other costs in the supply chain like transportation and logistics costs,
inventory carrying costs, etc. can be minimized.
• Inventory Control: Inventory Control plays a major role in the distribution function of a firm. Costs
include inventory carrying costs, depreciation and fall in the demand for products, etc. Different types of
inventory control systems are first in first out (FIFO), flow through systems, etc.
• Transportation and Logistics: This function deals with the procurement of the raw materials from the
suppliers and final delivery of the finished products to the end consumers. The mode of transport used
may depend on the type of product (whether is it fragile or not) and also on the urgency of the order for
the consumer.
• Packaging: Packaging function is concerned with the type of packaging used for the product depending
on the type of product and degree of protection required for thee product.

Importance of Physical Distribution
The importance of physical distribution to a company can vary and is typically associated with the type
of product and the necessity it has to customer satisfaction. Strategically staging products in locations to
support order shipments and coming up with a rapid and consistent manner to move the product enables
companies to be successful in dynamic markets.
Physical distribution is managed with a systems approach and considers key interrelated functions to
provide efficient movement of products. The functions are interrelated because any time a decision is
made in one area it has an effect on the others. For example, a business that is providing custom handbags
would consider shipping finished products via air freight versus rail or truck in order to expedite shipment

time. The importance of this decision would offset the cost of inventory control, which could be much
more costly. Managing physical distribution from a systems approach can provide benefit in controlling
costs and meeting customer service demands.
Functions of Physical Distribution
The key functions within the physical distribution system are:






Customer service
Order processing
Inventory control
Transportation and logistics
Packaging and materials

The customer service function is a strategically designed standard for consumer satisfaction that the
business intends to provide to its customers. As an example, a customer satisfaction approach for the
handbag business mentioned above may be that 75% of all custom handbags are delivered to the customer
within 72 hours of ordering. An additional approach might include that 95% of custom handbags be
delivered to the customer within 96 hours of purchase. Once these customer service standards are set, the
physical distribution system is then designed to attain these goals.
Order processing is designed to take the customer orders and execute the specifics the customer has
purchased. The business is concerned with this function because it directly relates to how the customer is
serviced and attaining the customer service goals. If the order processing system is efficient, then the
business can avoid other costs in other functions, such as transportation or inventory control. For
example, if the handbag business has an error in the processing of a customer order, the business has to
turn to premium transportation modes, such as next day air or overnight, to meet the customer service
standard set out, which will increase the transportation cost.
Inventory control is a major role player in the distribution system of a business. Costs include
investment into current inventory, loss of demand for products, and depreciation. There are different types
of inventory control systems that can be implemented, such as first in-first out (or FIFO) and flow
through, which are methods for businesses to handle products.
First in-first out, or FIFO, is a method in which the new products coming into the warehouse replace
existing products of the same SKU so that merchandise is cycled and does not expire or become old as
more recent production is available. Flow through, on the other hand, is product that does not get
processed in the warehouse. It is offloaded from an inbound trailer, pushed across the warehouse and onto
outbound trailers for departure without being stored in the warehouse.
(1) Order Processing:
A company receives orders from other companies, middlemen, or directly from customers through mail,
e-mail, fax, phone, or salesmen. Order processing is an importation component of the distribution system.
It is considered as a key to customer service and satisfaction.
Order processing mainly includes:
1. Receiving order
2. Recording order
3. Filing order
4. Executing order or assembling of products for dispatch
5. Credit and collection.

Thus, it concerns with processing the orders quickly, accurately, and efficiently. The time period from the
receipt of an order to the date of dispatch of products must be as short as possible. Ideally, the order
recycle time should be completed within 8 days. But, the use of computer and computer networks, for
speedy and accurate order processing, can save time, money and efforts for the company and increases
customer satisfaction. It is often called as electronic data processing that minimizes possibility of error
and omission. Every firm should establish the standard order procedure.
The physical distribution must be customer-oriented. It starts with customer order. Note that order
processing affects customer service in two ways – reordering time (interval between two orders) and
consistency of delivery time (delivering products within the fixed time). Rapid order processing enables a
company to attain economy in other areas of physical distribution.
The person in charge of order processing must be careful for following aspects:
1. Assembling product must be exactly as per demand of customers in terms of quantity, quality, features,
and price.
2. Execution must be as quick as possible.
3. The dispatch must be in appropriate mode of transportation.
4. Credit discount and other allied benefits must be offered as per policy.
ADVERTISEMENTS:
5. Assessing the effectiveness of order processing. That includes feedback and follow-up.
(2) Warehousing:
In today‘s context, production is made in expectation of demand. Therefore, products are to be stored or
preserved safely for the future demand. And also, all the production is not sold directly. Warehousing
plays an important role for balancing demand and supply. For example, most of the agricultural products
are produced seasonally, but have demand throughout the year.
It facilitates both continuous production and continuous marketing of the production. Warehousing
service can contribute to customer satisfaction. Be clear that storage and warehousing are not similar
terms, though are closely related.
Storage is marketing activity that involves holding and preserving products from the time of their
production until their sale. Warehousing embraces storage plus a broad range of functions, such as
assembling, breaking the bulk, dispatching as per need of middlemen, sorting/classification, providing
market intelligence, preparing product for reshipping, etc. Warehousing involves more activities.
Classification of Warehouses:
Warehouses may be classified on two bases, on the basis of commodity and on the basis of ownership.
Let‘s have overview of different warehouses.
On the Basis of Commodity:
On the basis of commodity stored, there can be:
1. Special Commodity Warehouses provide facility for storing special types of commodities, e.g., cotton
warehouses, potato warehouses, grain warehouses, tanks for liquid products, explosive product
warehouses, etc.
2. Cold Storage Warehouses provide facility for storing perishable products, e.g., fish, flowers, vegetable,
fruits, etc.

On the Basis of Ownership:
According to the ownership, there may be various types of warehouses, like:
1. Private Warehouses are owned by individual, or firms. They are owned by retailers and wholesalers, or
by manufacturers. Retailers and wholesalers store finished products while manufacturers store raw
materials, provision, tools-equipment‘s, and finished products.
2. Cooperative Warehouses are owned on cooperative basis by two or more private parties to utilize
storage facility jointly.
3. Public Warehouses owned by local authorities such as municipality, or by the state and central
governments. Such warehouses are used by public/traders as well as by government. Traders can use
these warehouses on the rents fixed by the government. Government uses these warehouses to buy and
maintain stock of certain essential commodities.
4. Household Warehouses are temporary in nature owned by household/family to store and protect
furniture, paintings, furs, tapestry, etc.
5. Bonded Warehouses are used to store product until payment is made or documents are cleared. They
are situated near the Port for export and import business.
Many companies set up their distribution centers in each of regions around the market and integrate its
distribution network with them for smooth, safe, and speedy delivery of products. The latest technology is
used for maximum consumer benefits. Warehouses offer a number of direct advantages to manufacturers
and sellers, and indirect advantages to customers.
Benefits Offered by Warehouses:
Following are the important benefits offered by warehouses:
1. Protection of products from fire, sunlight, dust, theft, heat/cold, etc.
2. Modern warehouses enable to store or preserve perishable products, like milk, fruits, vegetable,
flowers, and certain types of chemicals, for reasonably longer period.
3. Professional warehouses provide a lot of facilities, such as inspection, protection, records, displacement
on demand, insurance, etc., at affordable charges. Such warehouses are well-equipped with human and
mechanical devices.
4. Warehouses at different key centres can speed up order processing efficiently with less risk and costs.
5. Producers and sellers can avail loans on the product stored in warehouses.
6. Consumers have a number of indirect benefits like quick and continuous availability, low price, quality,
etc. Producers, sellers, and users equally share all the benefits of warehousing.
Key Issues/Decisions in Warehousing:
The manager should consider following aspects while utilizing warehouses:
1. Type of product
2. Time to store the product
3. Rent charged and facilities available
4. Location

5. Working capital requirement
6. Ownership
7. Risk, etc.
(3) Transportation:
Transportation is one of the core components of distribution system. It consists of moving or transferring
products from producers to final users. Transportation involves two parties, carriers and shippers. Carriers
are those companies that provide transportation facilities to others, such as the Western Railway, Indian
Airline, Indian Shipping Companies, and many other private carriers provide transportation services by
road, rail, water, air and underground pipes.
Shippers are those organisations and individuals such as manufacturers, middlemen, customers, and
others to whom the carriers provide transportation services. For different modes of transportation, various
regulatory bodies deal with various issues related to transportation of products. The Central and the State
Governments have formulated a lot of Acts or legal provision to regulate transportation activities in the
country.
The main regulatory bodies may include:
i. The Civil Aviation Department, for air carriers.
ii. The Shipping Corporation of India, for water carriers.
iii. The Oil and Natural Gas Commission, for pipeline carriers.
iv. The Road Transport Corporation of the state, for land or road carriers
v. The Railway Authorities, for rail transportation, etc.
Transportation plays a crucial role in today‘s global marketing. It creates the place utility. In brief,
transportation has positive impact in every facet of economic, social, and cultural development of the
society. The key issues in transportation are type, costs, time, speed, risk, suitability, and availability.
Marketer should take transportation decision carefully.
Key Issues in Transportation Decisions:
A marketer needs to consider on following issues:
1. Mode of Transportation:
This decision relates with selecting an appropriate mode of transportation. Main modes of transportation
are road, railway, water, air, and pipeline. As per financial capacity, need, time available and overall
suitability, the appropriate mode of transportation should be selected.
2. Costs and Availability:
One should select such a mode of transportation that is the most suitable and low in costs. Similarly, the
mode must be easily available.
3. Suitability and Credibility:
It is an important consideration. The mode of transportation must fit to the products and company‘s
overall internal situation, and must be reliable.
4. Relations:

In the era of relationship marketing, the marketer must maintain long-term profitable relations with
various transport agencies. A firm has to perform many activities to establish and maintain healthy and
profitable relations with the transport agencies.
5. Legal Provisions and Restrictions:
A firm must take transportation decisions within limit of contemporary legal provisions. Knowledge of
legal provisions is essential.
6. Ownership:
This issue concerns with whether a firm should own, contract, or hire transportation means. Depending
upon a company‘s capacity and requirements, it may own its own means of transportation, may undergo
the contracts, or may hire such facilities.
(4) Organisational Responsibility for Physical Distribution:
Physical distribution is an important decision in today‘s marketing management. It involves a wide range
of activities. Therefore, an effective coordination of various activities, such as order processing,
warehousing, transportation, inventory control, etc., is indispensable to contribute in overall success of
marketing strategies.
The entire range of physical distribution must be systematic and even scientific for effective distribution
of products to the ultimate users. For the purpose, the systematic structure of organisation should be
created to take care of physical distribution activities. Organisation of physical distribution must be wellequipped and properly organised to serve the purpose over time.
Type, nature, formation, and activities of organisational structure for physical distribution depend upon
various factors like type of business, size of operation, resource availability, management philosophy, and
so on.
After proper analysis of various relevant variables, the suitable structure of organisation should be created
and implemented. There may be practically two alternatives, physical distribution committee or physical
distribution department.
Physical Distribution Committee:
In order to manage distribution activities effectively and efficiently, many companies formulate a
permanent committee. The committee consists of a group of people who work jointly for attaining
marketing goals. The number of members in committee depends on types of key activities in distribution
system.
A physical distribution committee consists of experts on various areas of distribution like warehousing,
transportation, communication, order processing, and so on. This committee is headed by distribution
manager or marketing manager. Each of the experts in a committee has necessary skills and experience to
handle specific group of activities.
The committee, known as physical distribution committee, takes care of the entire range of activities
related to distribution of products and is responsible for smooth distribution of products. The committee
meets periodically and formulates policy to improve physical distribution system.
Physical Distribution Department:
Some companies treat physical distribution as a separate area of marketing management and maintain a
separate physical distribution department. This department is headed by physical distribution manager. He
is solely responsible for managing physical distribution activities.

He appoints needed experts in his department to assist him carrying different types of activities related to
physical distribution. The physical distribution manager works under either production manager or
marketing manager.
Mostly, the companies engaged in production and distribution activities, appoint physical distribution
manager under marketing manager. He may be line administrator, a manager with staff responsibility, or
the combination of both staff and line function. This type of organisation is typically portrayed in Figure
1.

Marketing Manager:
He, along with other marketing activities, also directs and controls physical distribution activities. Under
him, the physical distribution manager is placed. Here, physical distribution is treated as a part of
marketing. He takes care of marketing and distribution activities.
Physical Distribution Manager:
He is a direct authority responsible for physical distribution. He works under marketing manager. His
functions involve storage and warehousing, inventory management, transportation, order processing and
dispatching, communication, etc. He coordinates various activities needed for effective physical
distribution. Various officers are appointed under him for each type of activities.
The officers who work under his direct supervision and control include:
1. Storage and warehousing officer
2. Inventory officer
3. Transportation officer
4. Order processing and dispatching officer
5. Communication officer, etc.
As per need, the required staff is appointed to assist each of these officers in performing their respective
tasks. Sometimes, more officers are appointed for different types of works such as accountant, packing
officers, and so on. The entire department headed by distribution manager works as a team to deal with
total distribution system.
(5) Inventory Management:

Inventory refers to stock of goods meant for the future sales. It can also be said as reservoir of goods held
in anticipation of sales. Demand is fluctuating and exact prediction is not possible. So, the primary
purpose of holding inventory is to meet market demand continuously.
The firm always maintains adequate stocks of products to meet customer orders immediately. It is
considered as a link between ordering and production. Inventory management supports demand creation
and consumer satisfaction.
Three types of costs are associated with inventory. The first is, holding costs (carrying costs), which
include warehousing and storage costs, costs of capital tied up in inventory, costs of price decline,
obsolescence, spoilage, pilferages, and taxes and insurance on inventory.
The Second is, costs of stock out or shortage, which include loss of sales, adverse impact on goodwill,
losing customers permanently due to shortage of stocks, and administrative costs. And, the third is,
replenishing or reordering costs (order processing costs), such as preparing and placing order;
transportation, insurances and wastage during movement; and costs of receiving, inspecting, and handling
materials. However, carrying costs and ordering costs are more important, and if they are balanced, the
total costs can be effectively reduced.
A company has to decide on total annual need of inventory, ordering size, and level of inventory (called
as ordering level) at which new order should be placed. It must determine maximum and minimum
quantity that may be needed at any time. The main issues are ordering size – how much to order, and
(reordering) ordering level – when to order.
Ordering and carrying costs are important considerations in inventory management. Ordering and
carrying costs are adversely related. If more inventory/stock is maintained, carrying costs are high and
ordering costs are low.
Quite opposite to it, when low level of inventory is maintained, carrying costs are low, and, due to more
frequent order of smaller quantity, ordering costs go high. Therefore, the manager should decide on the
optimum order size to reduce total cost of inventory. It is necessary to strike out balance between two
types of costs to minimize total costs.
The most popular technique to determine optimum size of order is Economic Ordering Quantity,
which can be determined by using following formula:
EOQ = √2 AO/C
Where,
A = Annual sales
O = Ordering costs
C = Carrying costs
Sometimes, ordering size or level is determined by trial and error or graphical method. The level of
inventory at which costs are minimum, is taken as ordering size.
(6) Other Components:
In fact, physical distribution consists of a lot of decisions.
Some of minor decisions have been listed below:
i. Material Management
ii. Communication

iii. Sorting and packing
iv. Customer service, etc.
(7) Logistical Coordination or Market Logistics:
To distribute products from the point of production to the point of consumption (consumers) is
traditionally called physical distribution. It starts from the factory and reaches the final destinations at the
right time, in the right way and form, and at low costs.
Distribution is treated as a separate function of marketing, and the special independent arrangement is
made for smooth distribution. Problem of physical distribution is thought of only after products are
produced. Thus, physical distribution concerns with systematically distributing products to final users.
It involves all activities necessary (like warehousing, transportation, communicating, insurance, banking,
ordering processing, inventory management, and services of channel members) to avail the products
conveniently to ultimate users.
Market logistics (often called as supply chain management) is the modern form of physical distribution.
Simple distribution is expanded into a broader concept of supply chain management.
Supply chain management starts before physical distribution. Logistics means a detailed organisation of
large and complex exercise. Here, distribution is not treated as an independent activity but as an integral
part of the total business system.
Market logistics or supply chain management is a detailed programme attempting to procure the right
inputs (raw materials, components, and capital equipment‘s); covert them effectively into finished
products; and distribute them to the final destinations.
It can help a company identify superior suppliers and help improve its productivity. It leads to low costs
and better quality products that ultimately results into better customer satisfaction and/or strengthening
the competitive position.
Market logistics system is prepared by considering target market‘s requirements. Thus, study of target
market‘s requirements, preproduction (production planning), production process, and distribution are
integrated to form market logistics system.
Market logistics involves:
(1) Estimating target markets requirements,
(2) Procuring necessary inputs for producing the right products,
(3) Converting inputs into finished products (production process), and
(4) Systematically distributing the products to ultimate users.
Definitions:
Market logistics can be defined as under:
1. Philip Kotler: ―Market logistics involves planning, implementing, and controlling the physical flows of
materials and final goods from points of origin to points of use to meet customer requirement at profit.‖
2. The Council of Logistics Management: ―Logistics is that part of the supply chain process that plans,
implements, and controls the efficient, effective, foreword and reverse flow and storage of goods,
services, and related information between the point of origin and the point of consumption in order to
meet customers‘ requirements.‖

3. In more systematic way, the term can be defined as: Market logistics consists of estimating target
markets requirements, procuring necessary inputs for producing the right products, converting inputs into
finished products, and systematically distributing the products to ultimate users to achieve maximum
customer satisfaction at profit.
4. Market logistics is coordinated system that coordinates various parties involved in production and
marketing. In this sense, we can defined the term as: Market logistics is a broad system that involves
coordinating activities of suppliers, purchasing agents, manufacturers, marketers, channel members, and
customers to permit lower prices and yield higher profit margins.
Objectives and Importance:
Market logistics system is aimed at offering the right products to the right customers, at the right place, at
the right time, in the right pattern, and at the least costs. It is an attempt to meet total customer
expectations by systematically organizing production and marketing activities.
Let us list objectives of market logistics system:
1. To satisfy target customers by right products and right way of distribution.
2. To attract additional customers.
3. To reduce total costs and/or yield more profit margins.
4. To speed up trade cycle.
5. To integrate production and marketing with target market expectations.
6. To improve competitive strengths, etc.
Market Logistic Decisions:
In fact, market logistics concerns with making the distribution system effective. It involves a lot of
decisions to offer the right products to the right buyers, at the right time, at the right place, at the right
price, and in a right manner. It includes all the decisions that can ensure the righteousness in all
significant aspects.
Market logistics is distribution related concept and mainly involves ordering processing, warehousing,
and inventory and transportation decisions. But, distribution cannot be meaningful without suitable
products. So, virtually, it is not distribution system, but total business system including production,
marketing, finance and personnel.
Main decisions of effective market logistics system involve:
1. Determining target market requirements
2. Procuring appropriate inputs for producing the desired products
3. Producing the right products
4. Selecting suitable marketing channels
5. Order processing
6. Locating warehousing
7. Inventory management

8. Transportation
9. Handling, billing and payment
10. Maintaining relations among all parties involved.
Supply Chain Management (Basic only).
Background
In 1997, Supply Chain Management Review published one article called "The Seven Principles of Supply
Chain Management" written by David Anderson, Frank Britt and Donavon Favre. At that time, SCM was
a pretty new term so this article did the excellent job to explain the important supply chain management
principles in one shot. More than 10 years pass and this article is considered the "classic" article and got
republished in 2010. As of now, it got more than 160 citations from both scholarly articles and trade
publications.
Definition of Supply Chain Management
If you go to a Supermarket and pick up a few items off the shelf from electronics and white goods or even
clothes and look at the labels, the chances are that you will find them having been manufactured in China
or Mexico. The coffee pods you buy to use for your everyday use comes from Africa. Computers have
been shipped out of South American Factories and Soft furnishings on the shelves are from India and
Hong Kong.
Global markets are expanding beyond borders and re-defining the way demand and supplies are managed.
Global companies are driven by markets across continents. To keep the cost of manufacturing down, they
are forced to keep looking to set up production centers where the cost of raw materials and labor is cheap.
Sourcing of raw materials and vendors to supply the right quality, quantity and at right price calls for
dynamic procurement strategy spanning across countries.
With the above scenario you find companies procuring materials globally from various vendors to supply
raw materials to their factories situated in different continents. The finished goods out of these different
factory locations then pass through various chains of distribution network involving warehouses, exports
to different countries or local markets, distributors, retailers and finally to the end customer.
In simple language, managing all of the above activities in tandem to manage demand and supply on a
global scale is Supply Chain Management. As per definition SCM is the management of a network of
all business processes and activities involving procurement of raw materials, manufacturing and
distribution management of Finished Goods. SCM is also called the art of management of providing
the Right Product, At the Right Time, Right Place and at the Right Cost to the Customer.
The Importance of Supply Chain Management
It is well known that supply chain management is an integral part of most businesses and is essential to
company success and customer satisfaction.
Boost Customer Service







Customers expect the correct product assortment and quantity to be delivered.
Customers expect products to be available at the right location. (i.e., customer satisfaction
diminishes if an auto repair shop does not have the necessary parts in stock and can‘t fix your car
for an extra day or two).
Right Delivery Time – Customers expect products to be delivered on time (i.e., customer
satisfaction diminishes if pizza delivery is two hours late or Christmas presents are delivered on
December 26).
Right After Sale Support – Customers expect products to be serviced quickly. (i.e., customer
satisfaction diminishes when a home furnace stops operating in the winter and repairs can‘t be
made for days)

Reduce Operating Costs






Decreases Purchasing Cost – Retailers depend on supply chains to quickly deliver expensive
products to avoid holding costly inventories in stores any longer than necessary. For example,
electronics stores require fast delivery of 60‖ flat-panel plasma HDTV‘s to avoid high inventory
costs.
Decreases Production Cost – Manufacturers depend on supply chains to reliably deliver
materials to assembly plants to avoid material shortages that would shutdown production. For
example, an unexpected parts shipment delay that causes an auto assembly plant shutdown can
cost $20,000 per minute and millions of dollars per day in lost wages.
Decreases Total Supply Chain Cost – Manufacturers and retailers depend on supply chain
managers to design networks that meet customer service goals at the least total cost. Efficient
supply chains enable a firm to be more competitive in the market place. For example, Dell‘s
revolutionary computer supply chain approach involved making each computer based on a
specific customer order, then shipping the computer directly to the customer. As a result, Dell
was able to avoid having large computer inventories sitting in warehouses and retail stores which
saved millions of dollars. Also, Dell avoided carrying computer inventories that could become
technologically obsolete as computer technology changed rapidly.

Improve Financial Position






Increases Profit Leverage – Firms value supply chain managers because they help control and
reduce supply chain costs. This can result in dramatic increases in firm profits. For instance, U.S.
consumers eat 2.7 billion packages of cereal annually, so decreasing U.S. cereal supply chain
costs just one cent per cereal box would result in $13 million dollars saved industry-wide as 13
billion boxes of cereal flowed through the improved supply chain over a five year period.
Decreases Fixed Assets – Firms value supply chain managers because they decrease the use of
large fixed assets such as plants, warehouses and transportation vehicles in the supply chain. If
supply chain experts can redesign the network to properly serve U.S. customers from six
warehouses rather than ten, the firm will avoid building four very expensive buildings.
Increases Cash Flow – Firms value supply chain managers because they speed up product flows
to customers. For example, if a firm can make and deliver a product to a customer in 10 days
rather than 70 days, it can invoice the customer 60 days sooner.

Lesser known, is how supply chain management also plays a critical role in society. SCM knowledge and
capabilities can be used to support medical missions, conduct disaster relief operations, and handle other
types of emergencies.
Whether dealing with day-to-day product flows or dealing with an unexpected natural disaster, supply
chain experts roll up their sleeves and get busy. They diagnose problems, creatively work around
disruptions, and figure out how to move essential products to people in need as efficiently as possible.
Societal Roles of SCM
Ensure Human Survival


SCM Helps Sustains Human Life – Humans depend on supply chains to deliver basic
necessities such as food and water. Any breakdown of these delivery pipelines quickly threatens
human life. For example, in 2005, Hurricane Katrina flooded New Orleans, LA leaving the
residents without a way to get food or clean water. As a result, a massive rescue of the inhabitants
had to be made. During the first weekend of the rescue effort, 1.9 million meals and 6.7 million
liters of water were delivered.



SCM Improves Human Healthcare – Humans depend on supply chains to deliver medicines
and healthcare. During a medical emergency, supply chain performance can be the difference
between life and death. For example, medical rescue helicopters can save lives by quickly
transporting accident victims to hospitals for emergency medical treatment. In addition, the
medicines and equipment necessary for treatment will be available at the hospital as a result of
excellent supply chain execution



SCM Protects Humans from Climate Extremes – Humans depend on an energy supply chain
to deliver electrical energy to homes and businesses for light, heat, refrigeration and air
conditioning. Logistical failure (a power blackout) can quickly result in a threat to human life.
For example, during a massive East Coast ice storm in January 1998, 80,000 miles of electrical
power lines fell resulting in no electricity for 3,200,000 Montreal, Quebec residents. Due to
extreme cold, 30 died and 25% of all Quebec residents left home to seek heated shelter. In
addition, economic costs included $3 billion in lost business, $1 billion in home damage and $1
billion in government expenditures.

Improve Quality of Life


Foundation for Economic Growth – Societies with a highly developed supply chain
infrastructure (modern interstate highway system, vast railroad network, numerous modern ports
and airports) are able to exchange many goods between businesses and consumers quickly and at
low cost. As a result, the economy grows. In fact, the one thing that most poor nations have in
common is no or a very poorly developed supply chain infrastructure.



Improves Standard of Living – Societies with a highly developed supply chain infrastructure
(modern interstate highway system, vast railroad network, numerous modern ports and airports)
are able to exchange many goods between businesses and consumers quickly and at low cost. As
a result, consumers can afford to buy more products with their income thereby raising the
standard of living in the society. For instance, it is estimated that supply chain costs make up 20%
of a product‘s cost in the U.S. but 40% of a product‘s cost in China. If transport damage is added
in, these costs make up 60% of a product‘s cost in China. The high Chinese supply chain cost is a
major impediment to improving the standard of living for Chinese citizens. Consequently, China
has embarked on a massive effort to develop its infrastructure.



Job Creation – Supply chain professionals design and operate all of the supply chains in a
society and manage transportation, warehousing, inventory management, packaging and logistics
information. As a result, there are many jobs in the supply chain field. For example, in the U.S.,
logistics activities represent 9.9% of all dollars spent on goods and services in 2006. This
translates into 10,000,000 U.S. logistics jobs.



Opportunity to Decrease Pollution – Supply chain activities require packaging and product
transportation. As a by-product of these activities, some unwanted environmental pollutants such
as cardboard waste and carbon dioxide fuel emissions are generated. For example, paper and
paperboard accounted for 34% of U.S. landfill waste in 2005. Only 50% of the 84 million tons of
paper and paperboard waste were recycled. Also, carbon dioxide emissions from transportation
accounted for 33% of total U.S. CO2 emissions in 2005. As designers of the network, supply
chain professionals are in a key position to develop more sustainable processes and methods.



Opportunity to Decrease Energy Use – Supply chain activities involve both human and product
transportation. As a by-product of these activities, scarce energy is depleted. For example,
currently transportation accounts for 30% of world energy use and 95% of global oil
consumption. As designers of the network, supply chain professionals have the role of developing
energy-efficient supply chains that use fewer resources.

Protect Cultural Freedom and Development


Defending Human Freedom – Citizens of a country depend on military logistics to defend their
way of life from those who seek to end it. Military logisticians strategically locate aircraft, ships,
tanks, missiles and other weapons in positions that provide maximum security to soldiers and
other citizens. Also, superior logistics performance yields military victory. For example, the B-2
Stealth Bomber is able to deliver bombs to target without being detected by enemy radar.



Protects Delivery of Necessities – Citizens of a country depend on supply chain managers to
design and operate food, medicine and water supply chains that protect products from tampering.
Sophisticated packaging techniques, state of the art surveillance cameras, global positioning
systems and RFID inventory tracking are some of the methods used to deter terrorists from
accessing these vital logistics systems

The following section will show the summary of 7 principles in an infographic form and I will discuss if
the concept from 1997 is still relevant to the current business environment.

1. Adapt Supply Chain to Customer's Needs

Both business people and supply chain professionals are trained to focus on the customer's needs. In order
to understand customer better, we divide customers into a different group and we call it "segmentation".
The most primitive way to segment customer is ABC analysis that groups customer based on the sales
volume or profitability. Segmentation can also be done by product, industry and trade channel.
Back then, Anderson et al suggested that customer be segmented based on the service needs, namely,
"sales and merchandising needs" and "order fulfillment needs".
I totally agree that we should focus on the customer's needs but this doesn't seem to be enough these days.
The reason is that your customers may not know what they need until your competitors offer something
different. For example, in 2011 Amazon initiated a program called Amazon Prime (free 2-day shipping
and discounted 1-day shipping). Today, people are still discussing if this program makes sense. But one
thing for sure, customer turns to Amazon more and more. The morale of this story is that you should
"anticipate" the customer's needs as well.
2. Customize Logistics Network
When you segment a customer based on the service needs, you may have to tailor the different logistics
networks to serve different segment. However, this principle doesn't hold true for all situations.
For example, if you were a contract manufacturer in China, you might already have different logistics
networks for different customers. Each customer in US or EU might already control the source of raw
materials, ask you to provide dedicated production lines, nominate 3pl companies and air/sea carriers. So,
logistics network design is a kind of initiative driven mainly by customer.
3. Align Demand Planning Across Supply Chain
Supply chain practitioners are taught to share the demand data with trading partners so nobody has to
keep the unnecessary stock. In general, this principle holds true. But in the reality, only Walmart is
actively sharing the demand data to trading partners.
There is a very interesting paper "Top-Down Versus Bottom-Up Demand Forecasts: The Value of Shared
Point-of-Sale Data in the Retail Supply Chain" by Williams and Waller 2011, the result of research found
that,
- If you make the demand forecast based on SKU/Customer level, using your own historical order data is
more accurate than using the POS data you get from retailers
- If you make the demand forecast based on SKU/Store level, using the POS data you get from retailers is
more accurate than using your own historical order data
The implication is that the absence of demand sharing is not necessary bad. But when you got the demand
data from trading partners, you MUST use it the right way.
4. Differentiate Products Close to Customer
Dell keeps components and assemble them only after customer places the order in order to increase the
product variety. This principle is still true, but, there is another principle that you should consider.
"Standardization" is in the opposite polarity of "Differentiation". For example, some cosmetics
manufacturers formulate products and choose a packaging and labeling that complies with the regulations
of multiple countries in Asia. So they only make one SKU that can be sold in 15 countries instead of 1
SKU/Country. By standardizing product appropriately, they can drive the cost down drastically due to the
economy of scale. So standardization is something that you should also consider.
5. Outsource Strategically
This is the principle that stands the test of time. In short, don't ever outsource your core competency.
6. Develop IT that Support Multi-Level Decision Making
If you search Google for the term "critical success factor erp", you'll find lots of information about how to
implement ERP successfully. My opinion is that an IT project shouldn't be done in the isolation, business
process reengineering is something that you have to do before implementing an IT project. This will
equip you with the full understanding about process deficiencies then you can determine what kind of
technology that you really need.

7. Adopt Both Service and Financial Metrics
Anderson et al suggested that the activity based costing (ABC) be implemented so you can determine
customer's profitability. However, there is the interesting twist about the ABC concept.
In 1987, Robert Kaplan and W Bruns defined the activity based costing concept in his book "Accounting
and Management: A Field Study Perspective". However, in 2003 Robert Kaplan said that it's difficult to
maintain an ABC costing model to reflect the changes in activities, processes, products and customers.
Then, he introduced the refined concept called "Time Driven Activity Based Costing".
To my understanding, practitioners are still using the traditional ABC and supply chain researchers are
still citing the traditional ABC articles. My question is, does the traditional ABC really work?

Supply Chain Management - Problems and Roadblocks
Companies increasingly are becoming aware that their opportunity to having a competitive edge in
business can come through supply chain. In the case of companies operating on global scale, supply chain
strategies drive operational efficiencies and affect the bottom line. Unlike technology or other core areas
affecting business, Supply chain is always in a dynamic mode. Project managers who head supply chain
projects are often faced with lot of challenges and issues to over come all through the project. In this topic
we air to discuss a few practical problems and road blocks faced in implementing and operations of
Global supply chain projects.
Project Scale & Span of Control
Often projects are rolled out on global scale involving multiple countries and locations with all sites
scheduled to go live around same timelines. The Project managers and sponsors would be located in one
country and physically it becomes impossible for project managers to keep running to all locations and be
available to concentrate on all sites. Yes project teams are formed at regional country level. However if
the project planning, design and control lies with one office or a single person or a team, the rest of the
project teams would become enablers and implementers resulting in the dilution of energy and focus. The
core project team resources cannot spread themselves thin to attend to all sites and hence the biggest or
the most important locations get attention while the others suffer due to lack of focus.
Supply chain projects involve technology implementation including infrastructure and software. They
also involve multiple logistical modules involving transportation, international freight and warehousing
etc.
Span of control over project implementation is very important in case of logistics projects involving
multiple channels and external and internal agencies. Project managers at best can concentrate on rolling
out the project in one country depending upon the number of sites and the logistical components involved.
If the project involves setting up a distribution center or warehouse, all the more reasons that the roll out
should be limited to country level.
Technology
Adoption of right technology and implementation often faces roadblocks in implementing global supply
chain projects. Projects roll out common processes to be followed across all countries and locations and
involve use of technology to drive the processes.
Many issues concerning technology are faced in a project:


Technology solutions
Most multi national companies find that their supply chain operations across the world are
managed not on one application or a set of applications, but each location and country would

have implemented either legacy systems or stand alone systems to manage individual local
logistics activities. Once implemented, it becomes difficult to isolate such applications and shift
them to one common platform without which common processes and standardization cannot be
driven across locations.
Secondly any software solution would require to be customized to suit local site and country
requirements. One solution does not fit all. While the solution may work in one country with
bigger volumes and size of supply chain network and warehouses, the same software may not be
suitable to be implemented in a small country with one location.
Cost of Technology Absorption then becomes an issue. When a project proposes to introduce a
system across all countries in the supply chain network to bring about seamless integration and
common processes, it fails to account for the cost of technology and capability of all countries
and locations to absorb the cost. The costs of IT implementation are exorbitant. A bigger site and
country may be able to pay for the IT cost but if the same cost is expected to be paid out of
another country which has lesser volumes, it may not be able to absorb the cost, unless the global
project management is able to absorb the costs into the project cost or get corporate management
to absorb the cost and take it off from the user country‘s budget.


Cost of Technology absorption
Implementation of technology calls for the IT teams to travel to all locations, implement the
setup. Train the people and stabilize the sites post Go Live. The cost of implementation can run
high. Again all countries may not be able to bear the cost of such implementation.



Availability of technology infrastructure
Technology infrastructure availability is different amongst countries and within the country.
Internet connectivity and bandwidth may not be the same cross all locations which can hinder
implementation of an internet based technology application. Normally if the project is driven at a
global level, the local infrastructure issues of many countries do not figure while considering the
suitability of IT platform for implementation.



Internal & External resource capability
Supply chain projects involve multiple locations and cross functional departments and teams
within the organization. Besides they also include multiple external agencies who manage the
logistics.
Driving projects through various country managements requires enormous internal selling to be
done. The projects also call for external selling with the service providers. Local country
managements as well as the service provider country managements may or may not have the
same interest and commitment to the project as much as the global project leadership would have.
These are soft challenges faced by Project Managers, to be able to sell the idea and get
commitment from all stake holders.
The availability of quality resources both internally and externally in all locations is critical to the
implementation of the project and is often a challenge which can hold up implementations and
training.

Trends in Marketing: Green Marketing, Customer Relationship Management, E-marketing, Rural
Marketing and Service Marketing (concepts only)
Green Marketing
Meaning
Here, term ‗green‘ is indicative of purity. Green means pure in quality and fair or just in dealing. For
example, green advertising means advertising without adverse impact on society. Green message means
matured and neutral facts, free from exaggeration or ambiguity. Green marketing is highly debated topic
for lay people to highly professional groups.
Concept of green marketing concerns with protection of ecological environment. Modern marketing has
created a lot of problems. Growth in marketing activities resulted into rapid economic growth, mass
production with the use of advanced technology, comfortable and luxurious life, style, severe
competition, use of unhealthy marketing tactics and techniques to attract customers, exaggeration in
advertising, liberalization and globalization, creation of multinational companies, retailing and
distribution by giant MNCs, etc., created many problems.
Departmental stores, specialty stores, and shopping malls are flooded with useful as well as useless
products. These all factors have threatened welfare of people and ecological balance as well. Particularly,
giant factories have become the source of different pollutions. Production, consumption and disposal of
many products affect environment adversely.
Excessive pollution has provoked the Nature and the Nature starts behaving in unnatural ways (in form of
global warming v/s global cooling, heavy rains v/s draught, and other natural calamities like frequent
earthquakes and tsunami, cyclones, epidemics, and so forth). Economic growth via production and
consumption threatens peaceful life of human being on the earth. Green marketing is an attempt to protect
consumer welfare and environment (the nature) through production, consumption, and disposal of ecofriendly products.
The negative impact of human activities over environment is a matter of concern today. Governments all
over the world making efforts to minimize human impact on environment. Today our society is more
concerned with the natural environment. Understanding the society's new concerns businesses have begun
to modify their behaviour and have integrated environmental issues into organizational activities.
Academic disciplines have integrated green issues in their literature. This is true with marketing subject
too, and the terms like "Green Marketing" and "Environmental Marketing are included in syllabus.
Governments all over the world have become so concerned about green marketing that they have
attempted to regulate them.
Definition and Meaning of Green Marketing
Definition according to American Marketing Association - "Green marketing is the marketing of
products that are presumed to be environmentally safe."
According to Polonsky 1994 b, 2 - "Green or Environmental Marketing consists of all activities
designed to generate and facilitate any exchanges intended to satisfy human needs or wants, such that the
satisfaction of these needs and wants occurs, with minimal detrimental impact on the natural
environment.
Green Marketing incorporates broad range of activities including product modification, changes to the
production process, packaging changes, and modifying advertising. Green marketing focuses on
satisfaction of customer needs and wants with no or minimum harm to the natural environment.

Basically, green marketing concerns with three aspects:
1. Promotion of production and consummation of pure/quality products,

2. Fair and just dealing with customers and society, and
3. Protection of ecological environment.
Global ecological imbalance and global warming (also global cooling) have called upon
environmentalists, scientists, social organisations, and alert common men to initiate the concrete efforts to
stop further deterioration of ecological environment. The World Bank, the SAARC, the UNO, the WHO,
and other globally influential organisations have started their efforts to promote and practice green
marketing. The world environment summit at Copenhagen (2009) is the mega event that shows the
seriousness of ecological imbalance.
To increase awareness, 5th June is declared as the World Environment Day. Green marketing emphases on
protection of long-term welfare of consumers and society by production and use of pure, useful, and high
quality products without any adverse effect on the environment. Mass media have started their campaign
for protecting the earth from further deterioration. Worldwide efforts are made to conserve natural water
resources.
Thus, green marketing is a marketing philosophy that promotes production and selling of pure (ecofriendly) products with protection of ecological balance. Green marketing involves multiple activities.
Green Marketing encourages production of pure products by pure technology, conservation of energy,
preservation of environment, minimum use of natural resources, and more use of natural foods instead of
processed foods. Efforts of people, social organisations, firms, and governments in this regard can be said
as green marketing efforts.
Green marketing raises the voice against production, consumption, and/or disposal of such products that
anyway harm consumers, the society, and the environment. It is necessary that businessmen and users
should refrain from harmful products.
Impacts or Importance of Green Marketing:
Green marketing affects positively the health of people and the ecological environment. People are aware
of pure products and pure methods of producing, using, and disposing the products. It encourages
integrated efforts for purity in production and consumption as well.
We can witness following impacts of green marketing:
1. Now, people are insisting pure products – edible items, fruits, and vegetables based on organic farming.
The number of people seeking vegetarian food is on rise.
2. Reducing use of plastics and plastic-based products.
3. Increased consumption of herbal products instead of processed products.
4. Recommending use of leaves instead of plastic pieces; jute and cloth bags instead of plastic carrying
bags.
5. Increasing use of bio-fertilizers (made of agro-wastes and wormy-composed) instead of chemical
fertilizers (i.e. organic farming), and minimum use of pesticides.
6. Worldwide efforts to recycle wastes of consumer and industrial products.
7. Increased use of herbal medicines, natural therapy, and Yoga.
8. Strict provisions to protect forests, flora and fauna, protection of the rivers, lakes and seas from
pollutions.
9. Global restrictions on production and use of harmful weapons, atomic tests, etc. Various organisations
of several countries have formulated provisions for protecting ecological balance.

10. More emphasis on social and environmental accountability of producers.
11. Imposing strict norms for pollution control. Consideration of pollution control efforts and ecotechnology in awarding IS), ISO 9000, or ISO 14000 certificates and other awards.
12. Declaration of 5th June as the World Environment Day.
13. Strict legal provisions for restricting duplication or adulteration.
14. Establishing several national and international agencies to monitor efforts and activities of business
firms in relation pollution control and production of eco-friendly products.
As society becomes more concerned with the natural environment, businesses have begun to modify their
behaviours in an attempt to address society‘s new concerns. Some businesses have been quick to accept
concepts such as environmental management systems and waste minimization, and have integrated
environmental issues into all organizational activities.
Green marketing is environment friendly, sustainable and socially responsible. According to the
American Marketing Association, ‗green marketing is the marketing of products that are presumed to be
environmentally safe‘.
Evolution of Green Marketing:
There are three phase in the evolution of green marketing:
1. Ecological green marketing.
2. Environmental green marketing.
3. Sustainable green marketing.
Reasons for Green Marketing:
1. Opportunities available and competitive advantage.
2. Corporate social responsibility on the part of companies.
3. Government regulations.
4. Competition with other responsible companies.
5. Goodwill of the company.
6. Environment conscious consumers.
7. For conserving scarce natural resources.
Advantages of Green Marketing:
Companies that develop new and improved products, and services with environment inputs in mind give
themselves access to new markets, increase their profit sustainability and enjoy a competitive advantage
over the companies that are not concerned for the environment.
Some of the advantages of green marketing are as follows:
1. It ensures sustained long-term growth along with profitability.

2. It saves money in the long run, although initial cost is more.
3. It helps the companies to market their products and services keeping the environment aspects in mind.
It helps in accessing the new markets and enjoying competitive advantage.
4. Most of the employees also feel proud and responsible to be working for an environmentally
responsible company.
5. It promotes corporate social responsibility.
The marketing strategies for green marketing include the following points:
1. Marketing audit (including internal and external situation analysis).
Develop a marketing plan outlining strategies with regard to the four P‘s of marketing.
2. Implementation of the marketing strategies.
3. Proper review of results.
Challenges of Green Marketing:
1. Green products require renewable and recyclable material, which is costly.
2. Problems of deceptive advertising and false claims.
3. Requires a technology, which requires huge investments in research and development.
4. Majority of the people are not aware of green products and their uses.
5. Majority of the consumers are not willing to pay a premium for green products.
6. Educating customers about the advantages of green marketing.
Companies such as Tata Motors, Maruti Suzuki, Canon, Toyota, Philips, NTPC and McDonald‘s follow
green marketing. Green marketing should not neglect the economic aspect of marketing. Marketers need
to understand the implications of green marketing.
Green marketing should not be considered as one more approach to marketing. It has to be pursued with
much greater vigour as it has environmental and social impact. With global warming looking largely, it is
important that green marketing becomes the norm rather an exception, or just a fad
Green marketing in the application of 4P, may apply:
•
Product: Product designer will consider the materials and carbon footprint, biodegradable and disposable
packaging. Service company has the chance to be efficient in using energy and physical input and
contributes towards the conservation.
•
Price: Environmentally friendly customers may be willing to pay more. Companies also need to consider
the externalities of their expenses.
•
Place: Companies consider about the production and local-based distribution facility and may use bigger
ones from product online selling.
•

Promotion: The shift of their promotion from prints to online, communicating their sustainability
commitment, ecolable and carbon footprint
Customer Relationship Management

Every business unit emphasizes on spurting a long term relationship with customers to nurture its
stability in today‘s blooming market. Customer‘s expectations are now not only limited to get
best products and services, they also need a face-to-face business in which they want to receive
exactly what they demand and in a quick time.
Customer Relationship Management is an upright concept or strategy to solidify relations
with customers and at the same time reducing cost and enhancing productivity and
profitability in business. An ideal CRM system is a centralized collection all data sources under
an organization and provides an atomistic real time vision of customer information. A CRM
system is vast and significant, but it be can implemented for small business, as well as large
enterprises also as the main goal is to assist the customers efficiently.
Usually an organization consists of various departments which predominantly have access to
customer‘s information either directly or indirectly. A CRM system piles up this information
centrally, examines it and then makes it addressable within all the departments.
Lets take an example of an international call center which uses a CRM tool called ‗xyz‘ and is
integrated with a phone and a computer system or laptop. Now this system automatically
perceives which customer is calling. Before the executive attends the phone the CRM system
brings forth the customer details on the computer or laptop screen and also indicates what the
opportunity of deals is with that particular customer, what the customer had already purchased or
ordered in past and what is the probability of buying in future. Not only this, it can also highlight
what all products best suit this customer. For finance department it may show the information
regarding the current balance and for accounting department it may pop out the information
regarding the recent purchases by the customer. All these pieces of data are stored in the CRM
database and are available as and when it is needed.
According to this example, CRM system provides a well defined platform for all business
units to interact with their clients and fulfill all their needs and demands very effectively
and to build long-term relationship.
Wangling this kind of relationship with customers is not easy to manage and it depends on how
the systematically and flexibly a CRM system is implemented or integrated. But once it‘s
accomplished it serves the best way in dealing with customers. In turn customers feels gratitude
of self-satisfaction and loyalty which results in better bonding with supplier and hence increasing
the business.
A CRM system is not only used to deal with the existing customers but is also useful in acquiring
new customers. The process first starts with identifying a customer and maintaining all the
corresponding details into the CRM system which is also called an ‗Opportunity of Business‘.
The Sales and Field representatives then try getting business out of these customers by
sophistically following up with them and converting them into a winning deal.
Customer Relationship Management strategies have given a new outlook to all the suppliers and
customers to keep the business going under an estimable relationship by fulfilling mutual needs
of buying and selling.

Origin of CRM
CRM originated in early 1970s when the business units had a manifestation that it would
be advisable to become ‘customer emphatic’ rather that ‘product emphatic’. Birth of CRM
was because of this heedful perceptiveness.
The famous writer and management consultant Peter Drucker wrote; ‗The true business of every
company is to make and keep customers‘. Traditionally every transaction was on paper and
dependent on goodwill which created hindrance in clutching customers. People used to work
hard in entertaining customers by presenting new products with astonishing services; they were
ready to work overtime for grasping more and more customers for increasing business. This too
resulted in customer satisfaction and loyalty up to some extent, but at the end of the day there
was no such bonding or relation between the two to carry on with future business smoothly.
Previously business was quite easy as it was mere a one-to-one dealing without any specific
process. But with time, due to incoming complexities in communication, it found itself in
troubled waters. Emerging of new strategies and technologies in global marketplace and a
mammoth degree of competition in business, the approach needed to be changed to proactive
rather than reactive. Origination of CRM turned out to be a piece of cake for all suppliers and
customers due to its advantages. Customer relationship management came as a process that
dealt with relationships with customers surpassing the whole business.
Originally customer relationship management was based on three major principles; shielding the
current customers, fostering new customers and enhancing asset value of all the customers. With
the advent of CRM which was integrated with high end software and technology, business
perspectives were totally changed. A CRM system eventually emerged as consisting of
company-full of information which is depicted sophistically to increase business profit and
meliorate customer satisfaction and loyalty, on the same hand reduces business cost and
investment.
The outgrowth in origin of CRM as a strategic approach is a result of some of the following
important perspectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The belief that customers are the real assets and not just the people in the audience.
The maturation of one-to-one transaction advent.
Extensive use of software and technologies to maintain useful information and no manual labor.
The realization of the benefits of utilizing information proactively and not reactively.
The change of business view to relationship approach rather than transactional approach.
The approach of concentrating more on customer values rather than concentrating on how the
product is delivered to the customer.
The approach of focusing on customer satisfaction and loyalty rather than focusing self
satisfaction and profit.
The acceptance of the fact that using high end technologies and software the cost can radically
be decreased without compromising on quality and service of products.
The increasing tendency to retain existing customers and trying to get more and more business
out of them.
The realization that the traditional trends of marketing and selling are increasingly fading out in
the current economic scenario.

These additive approaches helped a lot in building up consequently the modern CRM. Today we
have well defined and sophisticated CRM systems into being which are always in process of
improvement.

Features of CRM
Customer Relationship Management is a strategy which is customized by an organization to
manage and administrate its customers and vendors in an efficient manner for achieving
excellence in business. It is primarily entangled with following features:
1. Customers Needs- An organization can never assume what actually a customer needs. Hence it
is extremely important to interview a customer about all the likes and dislikes so that the actual
needs can be ascertained and prioritized. Without modulating the actual needs it is arduous to
serve the customer effectively and maintain a long-term deal.
2. Customers Response- Customer response is the reaction by the organization to the queries and
activities of the customer. Dealing with these queries intelligently is very important as small
misunderstandings could convey unalike perceptions. Success totally depends on the
understanding and interpreting these queries and then working out to provide the best solution.
During this situation if the supplier wins to satisfy the customer by properly answering to his
queries, he succeeds in explicating a professional and emotional relationship with him.
3. Customer Satisfaction- Customer satisfaction is the measure of how the needs and responses
are collaborated and delivered to excel customer expectation. In today’s competitive business
marketplace, customer satisfaction is an important performance exponent and basic
differentiator of business strategies. Hence, the more is customer satisfaction; more is the
business and the bonding with customer.
4. Customer Loyalty- Customer loyalty is the tendency of the customer to remain in business with
a particular supplier and buy the products regularly. This is usually seen when a customer is very
much satisfied by the supplier and re-visits the organization for business deals, or when he is
tended towards re-buying a particular product or brand over times by that supplier. To continue
the customer loyalty the most important aspect an organization should focus on is customer
satisfaction. Hence, customer loyalty is an influencing aspect of CRM and is always crucial for
business success.
5. Customer Retention- Customer retention is a strategic process to keep or retain the existing
customers and not letting them to diverge or defect to other suppliers or organization for
business. Usually a loyal customer is tended towards sticking to a particular brand or product as
far as his basic needs continue to be properly fulfilled. He does not opt for taking a risk in going
for a new product. More is the possibility to retain customers the more is the probability of net
growth of business.
6. Customer Complaints- Always there exists a challenge for suppliers to deal with complaints
raised by customers. Normally raising a complaint indicates the act of dissatisfaction of the
customer. There can be several reasons for a customer to launch a complaint. A genuine reason
can also exist due to which the customer is dissatisfied but sometimes complaints are launched
due to some sort of misunderstanding in analyzing and interpreting the conditions of the deal
provided by the supplier regarding any product or service. Handling these complaints to
ultimate satisfaction of the customer is substantial for any organization and hence it is essential
for them to have predefined set of process in CRM to deal with these complaints and efficiently
resolve it in no time.
7. Customer Service- In an organization Customer Service is the process of delivering information
and services regarding all the products and brands. Customer satisfaction depends on quality of
service provided to him by the supplier. The organization has not only to elaborate and clarify
the details of the services to be provided to the customer but also to abide with the conditions
as well. If the quality and trend of service go beyond customer’s expectation, the organization is
supposed to have a good business with customers.

Let it be a newly brought up enterprise or a well established organization the above aspects prove
to be of prime importance in dealing with a genuine customer through a well organized CRM
system.

Importance of Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
Customer Relationship management is the strongest and the most efficient approach in
maintaining and creating relationships with customers. Customer relationship management is not
only pure business but also ideate strong personal bonding within people. Development of this
type of bonding drives the business to new levels of success.
Once this personal and emotional linkage is built, it is very easy for any organization to identify
the actual needs of customer and help them to serve them in a better way. It is a belief that more
the sophisticated strategies involved in implementing the customer relationship management, the
more strong and fruitful is the business. Most of the organizations have dedicated world class
tools for maintaining CRM systems into their workplace. Some of the efficient tools used in most
of the renowned organization are BatchBook, Salesforce, Buzzstream, Sugar CRM etc.
Looking at some broader perspectives given as below we can easily determine why a CRM System is
always important for an organization.
1. A CRM system consists of a historical view and analysis of all the acquired or to be acquired
customers. This helps in reduced searching and correlating customers and to foresee customer
needs effectively and increase business.
2. CRM contains each and every bit of details of a customer, hence it is very easy for track a
customer accordingly and can be used to determine which customer can be profitable and
which not.
3. In CRM system, customers are grouped according to different aspects according to the type of
business they do or according to physical location and are allocated to different customer
managers often called as account managers. This helps in focusing and concentrating on each
and every customer separately.
4. A CRM system is not only used to deal with the existing customers but is also useful in acquiring
new customers. The process first starts with identifying a customer and maintaining all the
corresponding details into the CRM system which is also called an ‘Opportunity of Business’. The
Sales and Field representatives then try getting business out of these customers by sophistically
following up with them and converting them into a winning deal. All this is very easily and
efficiently done by an integrated CRM system.
5. The strongest aspect of Customer Relationship Management is that it is very cost-effective. The
advantage of decently implemented CRM system is that there is very less need of paper and
manual work which requires lesser staff to manage and lesser resources to deal with. The
technologies used in implementing a CRM system are also very cheap and smooth as compared
to the traditional way of business.
6. All the details in CRM system is kept centralized which is available anytime on fingertips. This
reduces the process time and increases productivity.
7. Efficiently dealing with all the customers and providing them what they actually need increases
the customer satisfaction. This increases the chance of getting more business which ultimately
enhances turnover and profit.
8. If the customer is satisfied they will always be loyal to you and will remain in business forever
resulting in increasing customer base and ultimately enhancing net growth of business.

In today‘s commercial world, practice of dealing with existing customers and thriving business
by getting more customers into loop is predominant and is mere a dilemma. Installing a CRM
system can definitely improve the situation and help in challenging the new ways of marketing
and business in an efficient manner. Hence in the era of business every organization should be
recommended to have a full-fledged CRM system to cope up with all the business needs.

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and Marketing
CRM leverages and amplifies customer base of an organization through efficacious and efficient
marketing. In fact CRM has brought up new dimensions in the field of marketing by significantly
improving marketing functioning and execution. Intuitive CRM associated marketing strategies
like direct marketing, web marketing, e-mail marketing etc. have been matured during the recent
past. These marketing strategies are more promising as compared to the traditional ways on
marketing as they help delivering higher-up performance and walloping business. They also help
meliorating response rates in marketing campaigns, cut cost on promotions due to low asset
values and provide higher scrutiny on organizational investments.
The various aspects of CRM oriented marketing are discussed below.
1. Web Marketing- With the growing popularity of web, customers are tending towards web
marketing or web shopping. This helps both customers and suppliers to transact in a real time
environment irrespective of their locations. Some of the major advantages of Web Marketing
are listed below:
 It is relatively very inexpensive as it reduces the cost for physically reaching to the target
customers for interaction.
 Suppliers can reach to more number of customers in lesser amount of time.
 The online marketing campaigns can be easily tracked, traced, calculated and tested.
 The selection process of any product or brand is simplified due to proven online
research and analysis techniques.
 Online marketing campaigns are more promotional as compared to manual campaigns.
2. Email Marketing- Email marketing has turned out to be more efficacious and inexpensive as
compared to mail or phone based marketing strategies. Email marketing is direct marketing
which is data driven and leads to more accurate customer response and effective fulfillment of
customer needs. More attractive features include newsletters, sending of eCoupons, eCards,
provision of saving events into calendars etc.
3. Analyzing customers buying behavior online- A CRM system provides a platform to analyze the
customers buying behavior online. This interactive strategy provides great accuracy with high
speed which includes profiling services furnishing elaborated bits of information regarding
customers purchasing habits or behavior. Individualized analysis of this behavior also helps to
identify to which product or brand the customers are more tended. For example an online
selling website www.xyz.com can analyze the customers buying behavior by installing an inhouse service with the help of a full-fledged CRM that checks what all products are being
purchased by a particular customer and under which specific group they fall. This is achieved by
personalized analyzing the buying history of customers in the past which predicts the future
business with those customers also. This accomplishes to build a long-term relationship with
customers by properly canvassing customer needs and resulting in customer satisfaction.
Analyzing this particular buying behavior of customers online also helps to fix or change of
marketing techniques or strategies to mould the system according to the future perspectives.
4. Forecasting future marketing strategies- Down the line marketing strategies keeps on changing
according to the emotional behavioral change of customers. CRM market forecasting techniques
help to understand this change through regression and statistical analysis of customer behavior
online. These are some complex but more accurate analysis techniques provided by CRM system
which are proved to be one of best marketing strategies. This innovative approach is carried out
with greater risks but is believed to outturn astonishing rewards.
5. Building business impact models- It is important for an organization to have check on marketing
performance regularly so that the techniques never deteriorate and always match to yield
greater results. These CRM oriented models help in delivering accurate measurement of
marketing performance throughout the organization and to do better every time.

These synergistic marketing strategies make a part of CRM system to develop high-end
marketing business. Hence it is very important for an organization to incorporate them by

carefully anticipating change, testing their performance and assembling the best possible
combination of these strategies to meet the needs of the customers and maximize its marketing
growth.
Common features of CRM software include:








Marketing automation: CRM tools with marketing automation capabilities can automate
repetitive tasks to enhance marketing efforts to customers at different points in the lifecycle.
For example, as sales prospects come into the system, the system might automatically send
them marketing materials, typically via email or social media, with the goal of turning a sales
lead into a full-fledged customer.
Sales force automation: Also known as sales force management, sales force automation is
meant to prevent duplicate efforts between a salesperson and a customer. A CRM system can
help achieve this by automatically tracking all contact and follow-ups between both sides.
Contact center automation: Designed to reduce tedious aspects of a contact center agent's job,
contact center automation might include pre-recorded audio that assists in customer problemsolving and information dissemination. Various software tools that integrate with the agent's
desktop tools can handle customer requests in order to cut down the time of calls and simplify
customer service processes.
Geolocation technology, or location-based services: Some CRM systems include technology
that can create geographic marketing campaigns based on customers' physical locations,
sometimes integrating with popular location-based GPS apps. Geolocation technology can also
be used as a networking or contact management tool in order to find sales prospects based on
location.

The CRM technology market
The four main vendors of CRM systems are Salesforce.com, Microsoft, SAP and Oracle. Other
providers are popular among small- to mid-market businesses, but these four tend to be the
choice of large corporations.

Steps to Customer Relationship Management












It is essential for the sales representatives to understand the needs, interest as well
as budget of the customers. Don‘t suggest anything which would burn a hole in their
pockets.
Never tell lies to the customers. Convey them only what your product offers. Don‘t
cook fake stories or ever try to fool them.
It is a sin to make customers waiting. Sales professionals should reach meetings on or
before time. Make sure you are there at the venue before the customer reaches.
A sales professional should think from the customer’s perspective. Don‘t only think
about your own targets and incentives. Suggest only what is right for the customer. Don‘t
sell an expensive mobile to a customer who earns rupees five thousand per month. He
would never come back to you and your organization would lose one of its esteemed
customers.
Don’t oversell. Being pushy does not work in sales. It a customer needs something; he
would definitely purchase the same. Never irritate the customer or make his life hell.
Don‘t call him more than twice in a single day.
An individual needs time to develop trust in you and your product. Give him time to
think and decide.
Never be rude to customers. Handle the customers with patience and care. One should
never ever get hyper with the customers.
Attend sales meeting with a cool mind. Greet the customers with a smile and try to
solve their queries at the earliest.





Keep in touch with the customers even after the deal. Devise customer loyalty
programs for them to return to your organization. Give them bonus points or gifts on
every second purchase.
The sales manger must provide necessary training to the sales team to teach them
how to interact with the customers. Remember customers are the assets of every
business and it is important to keep them happy and satisfied for successful functioning
of organization.

E-Marketing
Definition: E-Marketing

E-Marketing (Electronic Marketing) are also known as Internet Marketing, Web Marketing,
Digital Marketing, or Online Marketing. E-marketing is the process of marketing a product or
service using the Internet. Emarkerting not only includes marketing on the Internet, but also
includes marketing done via e-mail and wireless media. It uses a range of technologies to help
connect businesses to their customers.

Advantages of E-marketing

Certain advantages of emarketing are discussed as below:
1. Much better return on investment from than that of traditional marketing
2. E-marketing means reduced marketing campaign cost as the marketing is done through the
internet
3. Fast result of the campaign
4. Easy monitoring through the web tracking capabilities help make emarketing highly efficienct
5. Using e-marketing, viral content can be made, which helps in viral marketing.

Types of e-marketing

There are several ways in which companies can use internet for marketing. Some ways of emarketing are:
Article marketing
Affiliate marketing
Video marketing
Email marketing
Blogging
Search Engine Optimization marketing
Pay per click marketing
Social media marketing
Networking Marketing
Community and Relationship Building Marketing
Location Marketing
Content Marketing

All these and other methods help a company or brand in e-marketing and reaching customer
through the internet.
Benefits
Internet marketing is important because it aligns with the way consumers make purchasing
decisions. Studies by analysts such as Gartner indicate that increasing numbers of consumers use
social media and research on mobile Internet to carry out preliminary product and price research
before making final decisions. Internet marketing enables you to build relations with customers
and prospects through regular, low-cost personalized communication, reflecting the move away
from mass marketing.

Convenience
Internet marketing enables you to be open for business around the clock without worrying about
store opening hours or overtime payments for staff. Offering your products on the Internet is also

convenient for customers. They can browse your online store at any time and place orders when
it is convenient for them.

Reach
By marketing on the Internet, you can overcome barriers of distance. You can sell goods in any
part of the country without setting up local outlets, widening your target market. You can also
build an export business without opening a network of distributors in different countries.
However, if you want to sell internationally, you should use localization services to ensure that
your products are suitable for local markets and comply with local business regulations.
Localization services include translation and product modification to reflect local market
differences.

Cost
Marketing products on the Internet costs less than marketing them through a physical retail
outlet. You do not have the recurring costs of property rental and maintenance. You do not have
to purchase stock for display in a store. You can order stock in line with demand, keeping your
inventory costs low.

Personalization
Internet marketing enables you to personalize offers to customers by building a profile of their
purchasing history and preferences. By tracking the web pages and product information that
prospects visit, you can make targeted offers that reflect their interests. The information available
from tracking website visits also provides data for planning cross-selling campaigns so that you
can increase the value of sales by customer.

Relationships
The Internet provides an important platform for building relationships with customers and
increasing customer retention levels. When a customer has purchased a product from your online
store, you can begin the relationship by sending a follow-up email to confirm the transaction and
thank the customer. Emailing customers regularly with special, personalized offers helps to
maintain the relationship. You can also invite customers to submit product reviews on your
website, helping to build a sense of community.

Social
Internet marketing enables you to take advantage of the growing importance of social media. An
article on the Harvard Business School Executive Education website highlighted the link
between social networking and online revenue growth. According to the article, a group of
consumers that responded most strongly to the influence of social networks generated increased
sales of around 5 percent. You can take advantage of this type of influence by incorporating
social networking tools in your Internet marketing campaigns.
Key benefits of e-mail marketing are:





Increase Brand loyalty -It can be used to customer fan base to your brand to enhance
customer loyalty.
Cheaper and faster -E-mail marketing campaigns are relatively cheaper and faster.
Tailored to specific events - Event based, promotional e-mails are very effective.
Targeted specifically - E-mail allows you to target particular segments of consumers.





Easy to create - It is easy to create, track and measure the campaign's effectiveness.
Global reach - Consumers can be targeted globally as well as locally at ease.
Best ROI - Return-on-investment through email marketing is considered to be highest
among all the digital marketing medias.

There are more than 4 billion e-mail users worldwide and nearly 91% of consumers check their
e-mails everyday. The ROI from e-mail marketing is much more higher than other forms of
marketing spent. So naturally e-mail marketing forms the most strategic element in total
marketing model.
How to build your email list quickly:








Advertising - Though advertising is very expensive, it helps in building very good e-mail
data base.
Social Media - By running Social media marketing campaign on sites like twitter,
Facebook, linked in, you can build good e-mail lists
Special Offers - By offering discounts/ special incentives for signing up good e-mail data
base can be build.
Public Speaking - Being a guest speaker at seminars, public events and on a regular
basis, you can grow your email list by asking audience members to sign up or gather
customer data.
Blogging - It‘s the only low-cost, effective way to grow the e-mail lists if you don‘t have
a massive advertising budget and you‘re not well connected.
Referrals – By offering special incentives to existing customers to make them sign up
their acquaintances and friends.

Rural Marketing

Introduction:
The emergence of rural markets as highly untapped potential emphasizes the need to explore
them. Marketers over the past few decades, with innovative approaches, have attempted to
understand and tap rural markets. Some of their efforts paid off and many markets still an
enigma. Rural marketing is an evolving concept, and as a part of any economy, has untapped
potential; marketers have realized the opportunity recently. Improvement in infrastructure and
reach, promise a bright future for those intending to go rural. Rural consumers are keen on
branded goods nowadays, so the market size for products and services seems to have burgeoned.
The rural population has shown a trend of moving to a state of gradual urbanization in terms of
exposure, habits, lifestyles, and lastly, consumption patterns of goods and services. So, there are
dangers on concentrating more on the rural customers. Reducing the product features in order to
lower prices is a dangerous game to play. Rural buyers like to follow the urban pattern of living.
Astonishingly, as per the census report 2003-04, there are total 638365 villages in India in which
nearly 70% of total population resides; out of them 35 % villages have more than 1000
population.
Rural per capita consumption expenditure grew by 11.5 per cent while the urban expenditure
grew by 9.6 per cent. There is a tremendous potential for consumer durables like two-wheelers,
small cars, television sets, refrigerators, air-conditioners and household appliances in rural India.
Let’s have a glimpse on Rural Index 2005 figures:

ADVERTISEMENTS:

Concept of Rural Marketing:
The concept of Rural Marketing in India Economy has always played an influential role in the
lives of people. In India, leaving out a few metropolitan cities, all the districts and industrial
townships are connected with rural markets. The rural market in India generates bigger revenues
in the country as the rural regions comprise of the maximum consumers in this country. The rural
market in Indian economy generates almost more than half of the country‘s income. Rural
marketing in Indian economy can be classified under two broad categories.
These are:
i. The market for consumer goods that comprise of both durable and non-durable goods
ii. The market for agricultural inputs that include fertilizers, pesticides, seeds, and so on
The concept of rural marketing in India is often been found to forms ambiguity in the mind of
people who think rural marketing is all about agricultural marketing. However, rural marketing
determines the carrying out of business activities bringing in the flow of goods from urban
sectors to the rural regions of the country as well as the marketing of various products
manufactured by the non-agricultural workers from rural to urban areas.
To be precise, rural marketing in India Economy covers two broad sections, namely:
i. Selling of agricultural products in the urban areas
ii. Selling of manufactured products in the rural regions

The rural market in India is not a separate entity in itself and it is highly influenced by the
sociological and behavioural factors operating in the country. The rural population in India
accounts for around 627 million, which is exactly 74.3 percent of the total population.
Conceptually, rural marketing is not significantly different to urban marketing. Marketing
manager has to perform the same tasks, but differently in rural marketing. It can be said that
marketing is not different, but markets (buyers and users).
In rural marketing, a firm has to undergo marketing efforts to satisfy rural segments, which
notably differ from urban segments in some aspects. At the same time, we must note that
increasing literacy rate, improved sources of income, awareness due to improved and increased
means of communication and transportation, high rate of mobility within and between countries
due to liberalization and globalization, and many other such reasons, some customers are likely
to be identical.
Even, a few rural customers seem cosmopolitan! So, one can find customers of different
behaviour patterns within a village or a town. In the same way, most of products are commonly
used in both urban and rural areas. In some aspects, both rural and urban customers behave in
homogeneous pattern. Some Indian customers have become global and cosmopolitan!

Definitions:
‗Rural marketing‘ is similar to simply ‗marketing.‘ Rural marketing differs only in terms of
buyers. Here, target market consists of customers living in rural areas. Thus, rural marketing is
an application of marketing fundamentals (concepts, principles, processes, theories, etc.) to rural
markets.
1. Let us define the term in simple way as: Rural marketing concerns with planning and
implementing marketing programmes (often referred as marketing strategies or simply 4P‘s) for
rural markets to achieve marketing goals.
2. In more specific words: Rural marketing is a process of developing, pricing, promoting, and
distributing rural specific goods and services leading to desired exchange with rural customers to
satisfy their needs and wants, and also to achieve organizational objectives.
3. Marketing efforts remain same, only important aspect is type of buyers. So, the term can be
defined as: When marketing activities are undertaken for rural segments, it is turned as rural
marketing and the management is called rural marketing management.
4. Since marketing manager has to carry out similar tasks. So, definition of marketing stated by
American Marketing Association can be equally applicable in relation to rural segments. We will
add only specific word ‗rural‘ to define the term: Rural marketing is a process of planning, and
executing the conception, pricing, promotion, and distribution of ideas, goods, and services to
create exchange (for rural segments) that satisfy individual and organizational objectives.
(Only the word ‗rural‘ has been added to the definition adopted by the AMA. The word implies
that marketing activities are undertaken in rural areas to satisfy rural segments.)
5. More specifically, it can be said: Rural Marketing means to produce products (goods and
services) for the rural customers and to make necessary arrangement to supply them.
6. At last, we can say: Rural marketing is the marketing for the customers residing in rural areas.
It involves designing marketing programme (4P‘s) to arrive at desired exchange with the rural
customers that satisfies their needs and wants.

Rural Marketing
Definition: The Rural Marketing refers to the activities undertaken by the marketers to
encourage the people, living in rural areas to convert their purchasing power into an effective
demand for the goods and services and making these available in the rural areas, with the
intention to improve their standard of living and achieving the company‘s objective, as a whole.
The Rural Marketing is a two-way process, i.e.,



Urban to Rural: FMCG Goods, Agricultural fertilizers, automobiles, etc. are offered by the urban
market to the rural market.
Rural to Urban: The agricultural supplies viz. Fruits, vegetables, flowers, milk, etc. is offered
from the rural market to the urban market.

Rural Marketing in India: Definition and Features of Rural Marketing!
Rural marketing is now a two-way marketing process. There is inflow of products into rural
markets for production or consumption and there is also outflow of products to urban areas.
The rural market has been growing steadily over the past few years and is now even bigger than
the urban market. About 70 per cent of India‘s population lives in villages. More than 800
million people live in villages of India. ‗Go rural‘ is the marketer‘s new slogan. Indian marketers
as well as multinationals, such as Colgate-Palmolive, Godrej and Hindustan Lever have focused
on rural markets.
Thus, looking at the opportunities, which rural markets offer to the marketers, it can be said that
the future is very promising for those who can understand the dynamics of rural markets and
exploit them to their best advantage.
Since ancient times, Indian villages had the concept of village markets popularly known as the
village haats. The haats are basically a gathering of the local buyers and sellers. The barter
system was quite prevalent, which still continues in a number of places even today. Haats are
basically a weekly event, and are central to the village economy.

Definitions:
Marketing:
Identifying the needs of customers and potential customers, providing products/services that
satisfy their needs, and developing efficient processes or systems to deliver your product/service
to the market when, where, and how consumers want it.
Rural Marketing:
Rural marketing is now a two-way marketing process. There is inflow of products into rural
markets for production or consumption and there is also outflow of products to urban areas. The
urban to rural flow consists of agricultural inputs, fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) such as
soaps, detergents, cosmetics, textiles, and so on. The rural to urban flow consists of agricultural
produce such as rice, wheat, sugar, and cotton. There is also a movement of rural products within
rural areas for consumption.

Features of Rural Marketing :

The main reason why the companies are focusing on rural market and developing effective
strategies is to tap the market potential, that can be identified as follows:
1. Large and scattered population:
According to the 2001 census, 740 million Indians forming 70 per cent of India‘s population live
in rural areas. The rate of increase in rural population is also greater than that of urban
population. The rural population is scattered in over 6 lakhs villages. The rural population is
highly scattered, but holds a big promise for the marketers.
2. Higher purchasing capacity:
Purchasing power of the rural people is on rise. Marketers have realized the potential of rural
markets, and thus are expanding their operations in rural India. In recent years, rural markets
have acquired significance in countries like China and India, as the overall growth of the
economy has resulted into substantial increase in purchasing power of rural communities.
3. Market growth:
The rural market is growing steadily over the years. Demand for traditional products such as
bicycles, mopeds and agricultural inputs; branded products such as toothpaste, tea, soaps and
other FMCGs; and consumer durables such as refrigerators, TV and washing machines has also
grown over the years.
4. Development of infrastructure:
There is development of infrastructure facilities such as construction of roads and transportation,
communication network, rural electrification and public service projects in rural India, which has
increased the scope of rural marketing.
5. Low standard of living:
The standard of living of rural areas is low and rural consumers have diverse socio-economic
backwardness. This is different in different parts of the country. A consumer in a village area has
a low standard of living because of low literacy, low per capita income, social backwardness and
low savings.
6. Traditional outlook:
The rural consumer values old customs and traditions. They do not prefer changes. Gradually,
the rural population is changing its demand pattern, and there is demand for branded products in
villages.
7. Marketing mix:
The urban products cannot be dumped on rural population; separate sets of products are designed
for rural consumers to suit the rural demands. The marketing mix elements are to be adjusted
according to the requirements of the rural consumers.

Potential of Rural Marketing (Scope)

The marketers are following the strategy to “Go Rural” because of the following attractions in
the rural market:
1. Large Population: Still, the majority of the population in India resides in Villages and therefore,
the marketers find more potential in the rural areas and direct their efforts to penetrate the
rural market.
2. Increased Income: The income and the purchasing power of the rural people have increased.
With the use of modern agricultural equipment and technology, the farmers can produce more
and can get better returns for their agricultural produce.The increased income motivates a
farmer to improve his livelihood by purchasing a good quality product and thus, the marketer
gets an opportunity to enter into the rural market.
3. Competition in Urban Market: There is a lot of competition in the Urban market, where people
are well aware of the goods and services and have created a brand loyalty.Therefore, the
marketers move to the rural market to escape the intense completion and generate revenues
from the untapped areas.
4. Improved Infrastructure facilities: Today, many villages are well connected with the roads and
transportation facilities that enables the marketer to access the rural market and promote his
goods and services.With the growth in telecom services, the rural people can be reached easily
via mobile phones.
5. Saturated Urban Market: Also, the marketers may move to the rural markets, when the urban
market has reached the saturation point, the i.e. market is well stuffed with the products, and
the consumers are not likely to make a frequent purchase due to the varied options available in
the market.
6. Support of Financial Institutions: Several Co-operative banks and public sector banks offer the
loan facility to the rural people at low-interest rates. With the loan, the purchasing power of an
individual increases, thus resulting in a better standard of living.
7. New Employment Opportunities: The Government is running several employment opportunity
programmes, with the intention to engage people in other activities apart from the agriculture
occupation.The Integrated Rural Development Programme (IRDP), Jawahar Rozgar Yojana (JRY),
Training Rural Youth for self-Employment are the certain programmes, designed to increase the
livelihood of rural people.

Due to so much potential in the rural areas, the companies are focussing more on the needs and
desires of people living in here and are taking every possible step to stimulate people to buy
products and services and improve their livelihood.

Service Marketing (concepts only)

Introduction
The world economy nowadays is increasingly characterized as a service economy. This is
primarily due to the increasing importance and share of the service sector in the economies of
most developed and developing countries. In fact, the growth of the service sector has long been
considered as indicative of a country‘s economic progress.
Economic history tells us that all developing nations have invariably experienced a shift from
agriculture to industry and then to the service sector as the main stay of the economy.
This shift has also brought about a change in the definition of goods and services themselves. No
longer are goods considered separate from services. Rather, services now increasingly represent
an integral part of the product and this interconnectedness of goods and services is represented
on a goods-services continuum.

Definition and characteristics of Services
The American Marketing Association defines services as - ―Activities, benefits and satisfactions
which are offered for sale or are provided in connection with the sale of goods.‖
The defining characteristics of a service are:
Intangibility: Services are intangible and do not have a physical existence. Hence services
cannot be touched, held, tasted or smelt. This is most defining feature of a service and that which
primarily differentiates it from a product. Also, it poses a unique challenge to those engaged in
marketing a service as they need to attach tangible attributes to an otherwise intangible offering.
1. Heterogeneity/Variability: Given the very nature of services, each service offering is
unique and cannot be exactly repeated even by the same service provider. While products
can be mass produced and be homogenous the same is not true of services. eg: All
burgers of a particular flavor at McDonalds are almost identical. However, the same is
not true of the service rendered by the same counter staff consecutively to two customers.
2. Perishability: Services cannot be stored, saved, returned or resold once they have been
used. Once rendered to a customer the service is completely consumed and cannot be
delivered to another customer. eg: A customer dissatisfied with the services of a barber
cannot return the service of the haircut that was rendered to him. At the most he may
decide not to visit that particular barber in the future.
3. Inseparability/Simultaneity of production and consumption: This refers to the fact
that services are generated and consumed within the same time frame. Eg: a haircut is
delivered to and consumed by a customer simultaneously unlike, say, a takeaway burger
which the customer may consume even after a few hours of purchase. Moreover, it is
very difficult to separate a service from the service provider. Eg: the barber is necessarily
a part of the service of a haircut that he is delivering to his customer.

Types of Services

1. Core Services: A service that is the primary purpose of the transaction. Eg: a haircut or
the services of lawyer or teacher.
2. Supplementary Services: Services that are rendered as a corollary to the sale of a
tangible product. Eg: Home delivery options offered by restaurants above a minimum bill
value.

Difference between Goods and Services
Given below are the fundamental differences between physical goods and services:
Goods

Services

A physical commodity

A process or activity

Tangible

Intangible

Homogenous

Heterogeneous

Production and distribution are separation
from their consumption

Production, distribution and consumption are
simultaneous processes

Can be stored

Cannot be stored

Transfer of ownership is possible

Transfer of ownership is not possible

Services Marketing - Definition and its Importance
Stated simply, Services Marketing refers to the marketing of services as against tangible
products.
As already discussed, services are inherently intangible, are consumed simultaneously at the time
of their production, cannot be stored, saved or resold once they have been used and service
offerings are unique and cannot be exactly repeated even by the same service provider.
Marketing of services is a relatively new phenomenon in the domain of marketing, having gained
in importance as a discipline only towards the end of the 20th century.
Services marketing first came to the fore in the 1980’s when the debate started on whether
marketing of services was significantly different from that of products so as to be classified
as a separate discipline. Prior to this, services were considered just an aid to the production and
marketing of goods and hence were not deemed as having separate relevance of their own.
The 1980‘s however saw a shift in this thinking. As the service sector started to grow in
importance and emerged as a significant employer and contributor to the GDP, academics and
marketing practitioners began to look at the marketing of services in a new light. Empirical
research was conducted which brought to light the specific distinguishing characteristics of
services.
By the mid 1990‘s, Services Marketing was firmly entrenched as a significant sub discipline of
marketing with its own empirical research and data and growing significance in the increasingly
service sector dominated economies of the new millennium. New areas of study opened up in the

field and were the subject of extensive empirical research giving rise to concepts such as - the
product-service spectrum, relationship marketing, franchising of services, customer retention etc.

Importance of Marketing of Services
Given the intangibility of services, marketing them becomes a particularly challenging and yet
extremely important task.






A key differentiator: Due to the increasing homogeneity in product offerings, the attendant
services provided are emerging as a key differentiator in the mind of the consumers. Eg: In case
of two fast food chains serving a similar product (Pizza Hut and Domino’s), more than the
product it is the service quality that distinguishes the two brands from each other. Hence,
marketers can leverage on the service offering to differentiate themselves from the competition
and attract consumers.
Importance of relationships: Relationships are a key factor when it comes to the marketing of
services. Since the product is intangible, a large part of the customers’ buying decision will
depend on the degree to which he trusts the seller. Hence, the need to listen to the needs of the
customer and fulfill them through the appropriate service offering and build a long lasting
relationship which would lead to repeat sales and positive word of mouth.
Customer Retention: Given today’s highly competitive scenario where multiple providers are
vying for a limited pool of customers, retaining customers is even more important than
attracting new ones. Since services are usually generated and consumed at the same time, they
actually involve the customer in service delivery process by taking into consideration his
requirements and feedback. Thus they offer greater scope for customization according to
customer requirements thus offering increased satisfaction leading to higher customer
retention.

The 7 P’s of Services Marketing
The first four elements in the services marketing mix are the same as those in the traditional
marketing mix. However, given the unique nature of services, the implications of these are
slightly different in case of services.

1. Product: In case of services, the ‘product’ is intangible, heterogeneous and perishable.
Moreover, its production and consumption are inseparable. Hence, there is scope for
customizing the offering as per customer requirements and the actual customer encounter
therefore assumes particular significance. However, too much customization would compromise
the standard delivery of the service and adversely affect its quality. Hence particular care has to
be taken in designing the service offering.
2. Pricing: Pricing of services is tougher than pricing of goods. While the latter can be priced easily
by taking into account the raw material costs, in case of services attendant costs - such as labor
and overhead costs - also need to be factored in. Thus a restaurant not only has to charge for
the cost of the food served but also has to calculate a price for the ambience provided. The final
price for the service is then arrived at by including a mark up for an adequate profit margin.
3. Place: Since service delivery is concurrent with its production and cannot be stored or
transported, the location of the service product assumes importance. Service providers have to
give special thought to where the service would be provided. Thus, a fine dine restaurant is
better located in a busy, upscale market as against on the outskirts of a city. Similarly, a holiday
resort is better situated in the countryside away from the rush and noise of a city.
4. Promotion: Since a service offering can be easily replicated promotion becomes crucial in
differentiating a service offering in the mind of the consumer. Thus, service providers offering
identical services such as airlines or banks and insurance companies invest heavily in advertising
their services. This is crucial in attracting customers in a segment where the services providers
have nearly identical offerings.

We now look at the 3 new elements of the services marketing mix - people, process and physical
evidence - which are unique to the marketing of services.
5. People: People are a defining factor in a service delivery process, since a service is inseparable
from the person providing it. Thus, a restaurant is known as much for its food as for the service
provided by its staff. The same is true of banks and department stores. Consequently, customer
service training for staff has become a top priority for many organizations today.
6. Process: The process of service delivery is crucial since it ensures that the same standard of
service is repeatedly delivered to the customers. Therefore, most companies have a service blue
print which provides the details of the service delivery process, often going down to even
defining the service script and the greeting phrases to be used by the service staff.
7. Physical Evidence: Since services are intangible in nature most service providers strive to
incorporate certain tangible elements into their offering to enhance customer experience. Thus,
there are hair salons that have well designed waiting areas often with magazines and plush sofas
for patrons to read and relax while they await their turn. Similarly, restaurants invest heavily in
their interior design and decorations to offer a tangible and unique experience to their guests.

Maintaining Service Quality
After having attained the desired service level, the next great challenge faced by service
providers is to maintain service standards at levels of excellence. This is as important, and as
tough, as establishing service standards and attaining to them in the first place.
There are basically two approaches that any organization can have towards maintaining service
standards - a proactive approach or a reactive approach.
Proactive: A proactive approach entails actively reaching out to customers and trying to gather
their feedback on service quality and suggested areas of improvement. This can be done by way
of




Surveys and administering questionnaires
Gap Analysis, and
Staff training

a. Surveys and questionnaires: Such an approach helps a brand to anticipate customer demands
and expectations and align its service offering accordingly. Also, the findings of such surveys can
help to identify common issues and demands of customers hence helping a company to
customize its service offering.
b. Gap Analysis: Another approach that is adopted for analyzing service quality is that of the gap
analysis. The company has an ideal service standard that it would like to offer to its customers.
This is contrasted with the current level of service being offered. The gap thus identified serves
both as a measure and as a basis for planning a future course of action to improve the service
offering.
c. Staff Training: Another crucial aspect of the proactive approach is staff training. Companies
nowadays spend generously on training their personnel to adequately handle customer queries
and/or complaints. This is particularly true if a company is changing its service offering or going
in for a price hike of its existing services. For example, when a fast food chain increases the price
of its existing products, the staff has to handle multiple customer queries regarding the hike.
Lack of a satisfactory explanation would signify poor service standards and lead to customer
dissatisfaction.

Reactive: A reactive approach basically consists of resorting to a predetermined service recovery
mechanism once a customer complains about poor service quality. It usually starts with
apologizing to the customer and then taking steps to redeem the situation. The fundamental flaw
with this approach is that, here the customer has already had a bad experience of the brand‘s
service.

Measuring Service Quality
Another crucial element to be kept in mind while seeking to maintain service quality is to have in
place a metric for ‗measuring‘ quality. The particular parameters selected would depend on the
type of business, service model and the customer expectations. For example: at a customer
service call center of a telecom provider, the metric for measuring service quality could be the
average time taken for handling a call or rectifying a complaint. For a fast food outlet, the
metrics for measuring service quality of the sales staff could be the number of bills generated as
a percentage of total customer footfalls or the increase in sales month on month.
Once a system is put in place for measuring quality, a standard can then be mandated for the
service standard the organization is seeking to maintain.

